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The cross for centuries has been a symbol ot vital 
influence 1n the worship and lives or many men and women. 
Amongst all the symbols ot our blessed Lord, the cross 
stands pre-eminent. It is the oldest and most universal 
of all symbols, and the use which Christiane have ma.de of 
it, and the reverence 1n which it has been held in all 
ages of the church, have consecrated it and endeared it 
to every Christian. 
No other symbol has had the widespread and 1mportan~ 
s1gn1:f'1cance of the cross. It is the chief symbol ot Chris-
tianity, symbolic of sacrifice and redemption • . 
Apart 1'1'om being a perteot symbol or Ohris·t, the cross 
having been the instrument. of His great sacrifice, becomes 
the sign of our salvation and the emblem ot atonement. It 
is also the universal sign or mark of the Christian. Wherev-
e.r Christianity is, there will the cross b-e seen, and there 
1t will be loved and venerated. 
All through the centuries the cross has been a .symbol 
that has stirred the hearts and revived the faith ot mil-
lions of believers. 
During the early stage,s of' the church,. while, as an 
instrument ot punishment and torture, the cross remained a 
horible reality, the Ohr1st1ans alwaya looked with loving 
eyes upon its. torm, seeing only the true symbol ot Him Who 
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died that they might live, and the sign or their salvation. 
Joan or Aro, bouitd to the stake, with the crackling flames 
all about her, begged for a oross. A soldier fastened two 
small fagots of wood together and w1 th this crude C·ross in 
her hand a.nd a prayer on her lips, Joan of Arc died. To 
her it was the emblem of her faith. 
Saint Paul says, ffGod forbid that I should glory save 
in the cross of our Lord Jesus Christ, by whom the world is 
cruc1f1ed unto me, and I unto the world."1 This feeling was 
so strongly implanted in the minds of the early converts 
that they lost no opportunity for tracing the form of the 
cross in all common objects of lite around them. They 
dwelt with delight on the many images of the cross, with 
which the objects of everyday life provided them: they 
loved to see the cross depicted in the wings ot birds fly-
ing in the air, the masts and yards of ships sailing on the 
sea, the meeting of opposite roads in their Journeys upon 
the earth, the boughs of trees in the forest, the roots and 
rafters of the houses: in almost every object which would 
meet their sight, there was to be fo\l#d the sacred sign ot 
the redemption; to remind them every hour and every minute 
of the work ot salvation. 
So tond ot the cross were the early Chr~st1ans that 
they expended considerable time and ingenuity in developing 
1Galat1ans 6:14. 
the monograms or the Savior's name, 1n which the sacred 
symbol should appear. This they did with more or less aue-
cees, a.a will be shown in the following portion or this 
paper, which 1s devoted to the various types or crosses 
found 1n Ghr1.st1an art. 
It is d1tt1cult in the midst Qf modern material c1v1-
l1za1'1on to realize how vital and how Widespread the in-
fluence of the cross has been throughout the centuries. 
The cross appeared throughout all Qhristendom. It 
stood upon the altars of the churches, it ~ras carried in 
religious proce.ssions and woven into the vestments of the 
9r1ests; it was also hung upon the walls of ca~hedrals 
i,rhicll were themselves built in the shape of the orqs-s. 
Grosses of iron and atone were upon many spires and gables 
and in churchyards where they marked the resting places ot 
the dead. Way~1de· shrines with crosses ot wood and stone 
were everywhere to be tound. 
The cross as a symbol of Christ is acknowledged to be 
eq'Ua..1 in importance to His other symbol, the Lamb, or the 
symbol of the Holy Ghost, the Dove. The cross is a symbol 
more universal . in its use and more important 1n its signi-
ficance than any other 1n the world. 
The prevailing use and influence of this great symbol 
or Chr1st1an1ty 1s remarkable. The study of its history, 
the various types, and its use in liturgics 1s an investi-
gation full of value and intereot. 
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The scope of th1s the.sis 1a: to g1-ve to the reader a 
clearer picture and understanding of that most sacred sym-
bol, the cross. The history of the cross both betore and 
after Christ will be considered first; the more important 
·types of t he cross will then be examined, and finally 
thought 't·lill be given to its l1tureical use. 
CHAPTER II 
·THE HISTORY OF THE C-R083 
For nearly nineteen centuries the sacred symbol or the 
cross has 1nd1cated redemption to fallen humanity. But cen-
turies previous to Christ the cross was known to all peoples 
and in all landa.1 It is a well known fact that the leading 
truths of the religion imparted to man by his Creator, 1n 
Paradise, may be traced through the principal pagan mytholo-
gies; and that a symbol (the cross) of the fundamental arti-
cle of the Christian ~.reed ha.s been recognized ao sacred in 
the very earliest records ot antiquity, acknowledged as holy 
by nations who lived long betore the Sacr1f1oe of Calvary, 
and by nations in every stage of c1v1l1zat1on from the lowest 
to the highest. God never left Himself without a witness 
among men. This tact has been almost unnoted. In. almost 
every type of relic which time has spared, it is clearly to 
be read. It is graven on rocks and monoliths, painted upon 
the walls of temples and tombs, enameled upon vases and se-
pulchral. urns, stamped upon ooins and medals, moulded in 
ornaments and. amulets, used as a talisman uuon the humble 
hearth, and traced in the plans ot the dwelling places ot 
1w11son Blake, The Crose - t101ent and Modern (New York: 
D. F. Randolph and Company, 1888, p. 11. 
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the D1ety. 2 We shall trace brietly 1 t .s development as 1 t 
appears through the ages. first l~oking back to its appear-
ance in Africa and Egypt, the mother of art and c1v111zat1on. 
He:!'s, uncha.nged tor thousands of years, we t1nd the croas i .n 
various torrna among its moat sacred hieroglyphics. The s~m-
plest has four arms of equal length when placed erect, .if,- , 
or like an, X . ' but the one ltno'trn speoifieally as the 
11Croes of Egypttt, or the Tau cross, is ehaped like the let-
ter, T , often w1 th a c1.rcele around 1 t. Yet this symbol 
we.a not peoul1ar to this country, but was reverenced among 
the Babylonians, Phoenicians., Mexicans, and every ancient 
people. 
The cross hao various interpretations 1n Egyptian h1er-
oglyph1ca. When 1t has tour equal arms, sometimes formed 
of serpents, it has been assumed to be an emblem of the · 
tour elements. When composed ot two or four so.eptres with 
a circle at the point of 1nterseot1on it 1.s said to indicate 
"divine potentiality." The simple cross has been interpre-
ted as meaning "support, 9 or 11·savior, 11 sometimes •avenger. 1 
and "protective power."3 When a circle, the aymbol ot 
eternity, is placed upon the Tau cross it 1s the symbol ot 
life, and represented as born 1n the hands of the god, 
Horus. It ·has been called the sacred Tau, or Crux ansata.4 
ftll, 
2w1111am Seymour, The Oross .!n. Trgdition, H~story, 
(New York: G. P. Putnam's Sons, l 98), PP• i-2. 
3Ib1d., p. :3. 
4s·lake, .212• c1 t., p. 13. 
and -
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The Orux ansatB., therefore, was always pictured in the hand 
of the Egyptian gods, for 1t was the symbol or powe~, peace, 
and purity. The~ ~naat~ is placed on tombs and sarcoph-
agi to indicate the ever-living spirit. The deities are 
frequently depicted holding the sacred Tau in their mouths, 
as a. passport for t~e soul, .which according to myth was the 
laat thing to expire from the mouth. This symbol of lite, 
the~ ~nsata, was a vital symbol pf this pre-Christian 
era. 
The Christians ~hen later on not only accepted the 
~ ansata as the symbol of their faith, but often used it 
and the Tau in place of the La.tin and Greek crosses 1n their 
ohurcheo and elsewhere. In a Christian 1nsor1pt1on at Phile, 
Egypt may be seen both the Maltese and Egyptian crosses.S 
The cross was worn as an amulet by the Egyptians Just 
RS among many other nations. At times the chief ornament 
of the necklace ~as a.little image of a god with a Tau cross 
upon the back; sometimes the emblem was tattooed or painted 
upon the arms and thighs, a.a can b:t se·en 1n the ancient paint-
ings found in various tombs. 
An important oroso of this early period was a long cross 
surmounting a hear~. It meant "good• or "goodness". Upon 
the front of many of the houses in Thebes and. Memphis it is 
found, meaning •This 1s the abod~ of the good.• This symbol 
.Sseymour, !m.• ~., 
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1a called the Heart of Bel. Bel 1s a Chaldean word meaning 
"heart."6 
Acc0rd1ng to ceremonial laws, the sacred bulls and rep-
tiles of the pagan re11~1ons were fed upon a cake composed 
of flour, honey1 and m1lk, or oil. Upon this cake was im-
pre s sed a cross ,Rattee; and on the higher festivals the 
pr i ests and worshippers o.te of it. This crossed cake was 
the hi eroGlYPh symbol for ·"civilized land," but it also 
had a deeper meaning ret'err1ng to Paradise in whloh the four 
members of the c·ross represent the four r1ve·re flowing t'rom 
the r oots of the tree of l i fe. These were four rivers flow-
ing w1th m1lk and honey. A cross of. this design was worn 
by Bam1-~ul, the king or Persia, who ruled 1n the yee.r 8SO 
B.O. 7 
Astronomical signs a re usually attributed to Egypt, 
but those used by the ancient Greeks, Babylonians, and the 
na t i ves of India. and America, so closely resemble them that 
they seem to have the same or1g1n. F1ve of these symbols 
are plainly ma.de up of a -oirole and the cross. The cross, 
in these symbols, represents eternity and love.8 
We have previously mentioned the most ltidely kl7-own and 
6 Blake, . .£:Q.• ill,., P• 1.5. 
7Ibid., P• 18. 
Ba. w. Kircher,. H1erogl.voh1cs (London: Oxt.ord Press., 
1918), IV, 20. 
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used o~o-es of thls era, the ~ru.x a.."ls,a.t:Sr; ·hO'weve_r,. 1 t is 
1mpoesj,ble to account tor the peculiar shape. It is found 
in every part of' the earth and probably no one will ever 
k.no~ ~hat originated this sign and gave it such s1gn!fia·a.n9e. 
I'i:i has be~n sugg~sted that" iihe. . ., represento a- table or 
an a.ltar, and the loop on the top s;rrnbo11zes. a vase, or e.n 
egg upon that altar. Others ma1nt~1n 1 t is a ·mere handle.,. 
because it is often used tr.m:l:i wa.y.9 
One w:riter sugges-te that 1n the first instance the Crux 
l!Jlaata was intende:d to de:no-te the aole.r ·and terrest1?1al 
spheres respectiv-ely, and when .·conqueroz-a and princes re-
ceived the exalted idea to rule by- divine -right, or cla1rned 
for· 1 t d1.v1n~ or1g1n, ee..oh adopt~d the- ci~el.e ,. and, assoo1-
ated. vr1 th 1t tlle equally expressive eroa.s_,. the two conjoined 
becomm~ng embleme.tioal of dominion; th~s symbol o~ royalty 
has been perpetuated to our day by evf#rY Ohris.t:tan .. ruler in 
Ev;rope.,. whose coronation orb euy,mounted by a pectora:l cross 
1'."11 t l-0 1s nothing more than the em"t>od1ment of the~ ans.a a. 
Kiroher mentions a cJirioua tra4_1 t1oo. that . Thoth. the . 
Egyptian god oo~arable to Mercury·, re,ce1 ved the sign trom 
which he !'omed the Crux -ansata; from the pa,t.riarchs. I ·t 
• ' 
was received by Moses from She-m, who re-ce.1ved it from Noah, 
9$-abine . Ba~in~uld1 Curious Mzths .QL the Middl:e .As!! 
tCambridge; Longmans ,, G'r·een and Co. , i8'68), II, · .58. 
10 · . · 
Seym~ur, -'?1?• .211•, p.p. a,·9. 
l ·O 
who r ace1 ,; ed 1 t :from Enoch, who 1"'ece1_ved 1 t ·rrom Seth, who 
re.cei ved: it from Ad.am, ·,·rho reee1 ved it from the angel, 
Ra ziel., 'Who gave 1 t to Adam as a charm or gr-eat powe-r a-
ga in st a.emons. 
From Egypt the reverence of the cross spread throughout 
the ot h er 3:>e.rts of A:f'r1_ca, but, owing to the low state o'f 
c-1 v i l1za t1on, we c:an find no irrr:~ortant evid.en·ce., but only 
t raditional uoage.o which have been preserved to our day~ 
The people rae.y have fo r gotten the me~.ning o~ the symbol~ 
yet they h.ave religiously prese:."ve.d it bece.use. it has been 
h nndec'l cl own from their anc·e s tora. 
I n Central Africa:, Wsny-arm-rizi, or the Land c;>f the Mo·on,. 
t he inha.bi t ante de.cerate their w:al.la with cros.eres and aerpent--:-
1:lke o:i."'namenta tions painted. with ashe.e and -re,cJ. and black cl.a.y. 
Tb.e natives sG.y they <lid not use them tor idoiatrous 91.wposes, 
yet they were unable to tell the ar1g1n of the ~ustom. At 
Susa, in AQys.sinie~, among othe-r _ re-+igious rights., the natives 
plunge a arose in the River Gitohe-. T1'..1-s is the custom a-
mon g all Galla ·tribee, bu.t :for which they can ·a&s.1gn no othe~ 
reason than that 1 t had. ·been bended do:wn f'rom thet;r fore-
fa thers.11 
The Kabyle. women.,. although Mohammedans, tattoo a cross 
between thet~ eyes. No de:vout Are.b,. althpugh professing the 
same ta1 th '.trill ma.i'ry one- of them unti1 the sign has van.lshed 
ll.~lorman D • . Harr-1a, )Ughlands o:£ _Ethiopia (Boston·: 
Crock.e·r and arewster·, 1908J • III, 79. 
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with. age. This too is merely tradition ru:i4 no .logical 
reason for the :pre.ct1oe has bee.n advanced. 
In taia we rind ~he cross bear1ne the same mee.n1ng es 
in Egypt. ·w11.en 1 t has four equal arma it signifies the four 
elements1 which t he Hindus consider to be e·ternal; these are 
t he component parts of everything. The de1 ty ·who pre.sides. 
over the e lement·si, i s repre.sente·d with a cross upon h~s 
br east. ~he cross appears on the heads of other gods. When 
1 t has a wheel in the center it 1s c~l~ed, Ki~, ancl 1a 
oaid t r) be the oldest s ign ·of ma,1esty 1n India. 
To t his day, i n northe1--n India:!) the cross ie use(l to 
w1.rk t he Ja rs of sacred 1-1e.ter te.lten i'rora the Indus and Gangee, 
as in the northern part~ of Africa where the women impress 
the s i gn o f the cross aa .a mark of . po.ssession upon the:ir ves-
sels of grain. 
'!'he worshippers of Brahma ancl Bucldha outnvI1ber those o:t' 
Christ,. and the cross, identified as the symbol of -Ohrist, 
was revecred by the Indt9ns as a symbol of their god centuries 
before Christ appeared ~9on earth. 
Among the mo et r..ncient re·leot-s are two rude cJ:"osses of 
s tone· recently diecovered 1n central. India~ w1th1n the Vlnd-
h;ra.zone., in a regicm wh1ch must, at -so.me remdte period have. 
been cultivated,. .tor there- are rem~ina of terraces and .walls; 
but many parts of the conntry have been- uninhabited for cen-
turies and a.re overgrcftm with dense forests. The inhabitants 
e-eem to have bee·n driven B)la::r some three thousand years be:t'ore 
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the advent of Chrlat. The two crosses are monoliths, the 
one abou:t 'cen feet nine inches, and the smaller, eight feet 
s1.x inches. Among these people then we find the symbol of 
the cro-aa, not o·nly e:cpressing the same mystery aa in all 
o t her parts of the t1orld., but no doubt, de.ting from the very 
earli est days of rnankind.12 
Hence we find that Java received her oiv:tlization and 
art directly from I ndia. ?he cross is a sacred symbol there 
a l so. The tem!Jle decora;'Gions are .not without the cross 6.lld 
many small 'Oo1:n$ also bear the same symbol. 
In China the I..ao-"i;aeu, a.a the oroes is cal1ed., ts tlaid 
t o be one of the most anoient :figures· known. It was in us·e 
t here long before the Oro.es w:as ere·cted on Calvary. It i_s 
seen upon the walls of the churches and painted upon the. 
lan·terns to ilumina.te the most as.cr:ed parts of the temples. 
It; symbolize·s heaven. As in A~r.ica.:1· the po.t,tery of china 
. 
often bears the Fyltot, probably with the same se.c.onde.ry 
meaning employed by the people-: the sao-red right of posses-
sion. 
l.n Japan the .Fylf'ot Ol .. ose 1a. the· d'1st·1n·ctive badge ot 
one. of the ancient ·sects. The d1v1tdty they worship wears 
the ]'ylf'ot o.n his breas:t. 
In Persia the arose is noted among the sacred symbols • 
. and awe.are conspiou.ou&ly upon ancient tombs to which homage 
12se ·· cit p. 12 ymour, .22.:.. _ • . , • • 
1) 
is st111 pa1d. 
The t r easures of art and religion in Assyria have· 
l a tely been opened. 'fhe cross is everywhere dominant. 
In ·the early Christian centuries, Europe adopted the cus-
tom of prefixing the sign of the cross to signatures and 
inscriptions of a special sacred nature, but this practice 
had been used thousands of years before, for Layard says 
that when the crucirorm characters are placed crosswise be-
fore a word there is every reason to believe that they pre-
cede the nrune o:f a deity. 
The sculptures of Khorsabad and the 1vories from Nim-
roud e7.h1b1 t nearly every variety of the cross. '£he cross 
Pat tee 1s supposed pr1rna.r1ly to have typified the four great 
gods of the As8yrians. It also seems to have been used as 
the symbol of the government or royalty, and part or the 
paraphernalia in regal re.lig1ons· o.eremonies, :to-,;' 1 t is fig-
ured on the breast or placed in the hands of the monarchs. 
The Assyrian Venus, Hera, alee carries in her hand the~ 
s\nsata.13 
The trequence of the ero~s graven upon the cylinders, 
or seal:,s, should be mentioned. Many of thes.e are :totmd in 
the ruins of At:Jyria. It seema as though every man carried 
a. s·ignet of his ol-m. Among examples are found the ~ 
ansat.a, the Tau cross, and the Mal te·se cross. 
13Layard, Nineveh~ its Ruins (New York~ G. P. Putnam's 
Sons, l§'.411), _I+, 1.53 • . ·· . ·• 
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Al.1;D.011gh tni:.t cross was worn aruong ""1u ot~r arnam(;lnts 
it was probably nel~ sacred ~specially a~ an amul~t, for 
tht1 captives we1~e not u.8prived of it. Usually it ,~as the 
pe n ciaut oi' a necklace, or a"ttached to the collar o1' t.u.e 
a.ress, for such cus£.Oll1S prevailed. alllOng some of th(;I tribes .• 
The na tiv·~s boro.t,ring ta(;I Re d Se.a got their copper from. 
t .11e .min(:js of Wea.i .Mah.hara, _ or Va.iley of li.ild Caves, near 
Feiran in J1.rabi1=' 11 Among tb.t: inscriptions in theses caves 
are the_ cc:rr.ouch~s of Ohoeps, of the-- ·ri1'th ~gyp tian. dynasty, 
th(:; bu.iluing of tne Great Pyramia. at Gizeh; an.d Ran..eses 
or t~ eignteent.b. dyna sty, the grtjat-~anuson of the Phara.9h 
who persued. ·t11e Israelites in the:ir fa;Ssage t.a.rougn tho Red 
Sea. - 1rne Tau cross na s a very promin,~nt place in tnese 
ancien·t v-,ritings.l4~ 
- . -: - .·: 
Loo.king at .Pal~stine it is to -b~i.:.1~eD1001b<:irea. th ~t 
pa.c:t ~'£ t;.n l;:j Odr8.lll.Ollia.1. law wa~ ol'da·i~!;~ as typical or 
every 
highe~ 
thing;:1= i 1.raditi oJt~:~is tne. t ti~ blo~c( of the Pason.al lemb 
. -~ 
was siii·inkL.:<i upon:~ftli~ lintels a..tld: d~~-posts on the eve 
of t ,~ /~Passov er in}j,gypt in tne :t'or~.::~:-t e. cross. Accorciing 
. ·:- ;.. - . 
. _- • .... i:~::., 
to th<:( Talmua., wne1=_1 ··tn~ ofticiating p_ri~st sprinklQ·d t.he 
bJ.oou 61' a victlm 1n sacritioe upon the consorated brean and 
hollow ad utt:.nsils ,r --_it_ wa:s in the form . 01.' a cross-, and the 
.. 
':"'. 
same sign was trac·,tcf·:'?-n cons ecra tad oil upon the ~ aa.s of 
the pries"s when ai4·ointed.15 
140. Robinson, Biblical Research : (Crocker & Bre·wster; 
Bo~ton: 1841), I, 92, ~5, 113. 
15seymour, S?R..• cit., j. 20. 
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It would be well also to note the heave and wave offer-
ing of the Jews. As the wave offering was moved to and fro, 
and the _.heave offering up and downp some say that this two-
fold action asserted the cross; · some of the ·great or1t1cs hold 
to it~ It 1s of interest to note that th~s, ceremonial and 
pref1gurat1ve sacrifices ·ot' the Jews were 1na:t1·tµted 1528 
years before the Son of God was offered upo~ :the cross. 
Greecep the cradle of European art an_d civilization, has 
exerted .gr•eat influence in the dev~lopment of_ 1;,f}~; 'Cross. It 
may_ have been brought there with other trad1t"ions: :by those who 
wondered there after the d'1spera1on of Babel, o~ ·j:t may have 
.. :-:, 
been transmitted from Bgypt, or Phoen1c1a; but at~ _any rate, 
the sau1e promise of "eternal life" was symbolized-::' It was 
-. ~ 
used also as a sign of mercy 1n extending temporal' existence, . - .• 
for when a criminal was condemned to death, hls ·mane was mark-
ed on the Judioal tablas with a theta, the 1n1t1al of thanatos, 
death; but when acquitted, with a~' the Tau C~oss, as a sign 
of 11fe. Later tile Homans barrowed these symbols for the same 
purpose. It 1a said that this use of the cross was derived 
from the mark with the blood of the Paschal Lamb on the door-
poots of the children of Israel on the night of the Passover 
in Egypt.16 
It ls very evident that a sacred symbolical meaning was 
connected wtth the cross in Greece. Four hundred years before 
16J. Godwin, Roman Ant1gu1t1es {New York: Ans·on D.F. 
Randolph and Co., 1904), p. 241. 
16 
Christ, Plato, 1n his letter to D1onysu1s of Syracuse; seto 
forth his belief in a trivity, and expressed that the form 
( symbol) of the· second person . of the trinity ,1aa stamped upon 
the universe in the form of a crosa.17 
Many examples of the Tylfot cross are found on Greek 
pottery, around 600· B.C., and on coins of Corinth and alao 
those of Gnossos, a city of Crete about '500-450 B.C •• 
Northern Italy wan inhabited by a p~ople so many years 
ago that they have almost been forgotten. Research ahows 
that they lived ·1n villages built on platforms over lakea. 
These people knew enough to guard and to revive thoae who 
had been buried. 18 At Villonova, ~ear BalognR, one of their 
burial places has been discovered. More than one hundred and 
thirty tombs have been examined. They are carefully and ~ye-
metrically cons·tructed of boulders, over ,1h1ch the earth has 
accumulated. In each tomb was a c1nerary urn containing 
calcined human romaine, and sometimes half melted ornaments. 
The urns were shaped like two inverted cones Joined together, 
the mouth being closed with a 11ttle saucer. Hear the remains 
of the dead were found solid double coneo with rounded ends on 
which crosses were elaborately engraved. In the vaseB of 
double cones around their partition was a 11ne of c1roleM con-
taining crosses. Alm~ot invariably there 1o found a cross 
under vases in the tombs. And .when the saucer lids were re-
17A. o. Lysons, Qy£ British Ancestors . (Cleveland:Helman 
Taylor Co., 1892), p. 215. 
18 8 Gould, .QE• ill•, II, 9 .. !' 
17 
moved and turned over almost always a cross 1s to be found. 
This shows that more than a thousands before Obrist the 
cross was a religious emblem. 19 
In the mausoleum of Lars Poraenna, circa ·500 B.c., 1n 
Etruria,_. the cross appears three times o The coins of v1bu1s ... . 
Fansop consµl of Rome, 463 Boe., bear on the reverse side 
Jupiter c~owned \·;1th oak, or olive, holding i~: his right hand 
a patera; in his left a long sceptre terminates in a cross. 
The ·staff of the Roman augurs was at times surmounted with 
this sym'!:)ol, and the vest.al virgins suspended. ·t,he Tylt'ot cross 
· 20 from thei,r neckao 
Decqrative gems also give their test1mo.ny,. Among other 
examples may be mentioned a chalcedony exhibiting Jupiter 
holding in one band an image of v1c.to·ry, in the other a 
double cross .. 
s. Baring Gould in 1850 discovered at Point d'Ol1, near 
Pan, the remains ~fan extensive palace paved with mosaic. The 
pavement of the princlpe.l room was bordered by an exquisite 
running pattern of vines with grapes spr.1ng1ng from drinking 
vessels in the center of the aides. Inside were circles 
composed· or conventional roses, and in the middle a vast 
cross, measuring nineteen feet eight inches by thirteen feet. 
It may have been of post-Christian times, but Mr. Gould believes 
the cross to have been a sign well·-known to tbe ancient Gauls, 
19 
JJa!.g., pp. 103-105. 
20 
Seymour, .Ql?• ill•, p. 26 
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and that th1s was their work. 21 
The symbol of the Cross was used also as a sign for 
war and bloodshed. One custom, probably derived from the 
Scandinavians deaoended to a late. date: the summons among 
the northwester nations of Europe to council or war by 
means qf the F iery Cross, a cross w1th its ends scorched • 
. 
In the island of Lewes, one of the Hebrides, ·w:hen the Danes 
became oppressive, a Fiery Oros~ was o1roul~ted among the 
Guals making kn0\1n the brief announcement: ttEveryone ab.all . . . 
slay his ~eat". i,.;ven aa late aa June 9, 168.5, ·tiie Fiery 
. •· . ·,-
Crose was sent, by order of the government, through the west 
of Fife and K1nross 9 so that all between a1xteen and sixty 
might rise to fight Argyle. It is also said ta have been cir-
culated through some parts·· of Scotland 1q. 1745, but without 
effect .. 22 
. 
The cross was an important factor· 1n the reI1g1ous rites 
of the Druids. In consecration of their holy aaka, the trees 
were made in the sh.ape of a oroea either by be1qg looped 1n 
. . 
the des1red shape, or by the 1nsartion of other branches. 
At the 1nteraect1on of the arms the wor~ Thau, or God, was 
' 1necr1bed. In Charnwood- I<'orest. Le1cest.erah1re., England, 1s 
'· 
an oak, known as the Copt, or copped oak, the out.er shell of 
wh1oh was still 1n existence about fifty years ago; it had 
the shape of a Druidic Thau and is probably mo1,e than two 
2~Go~ld, .21!• .o1t., II, -76-79. 
22
s eymour, .21?• ~ •• P• 30. 
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thousand years old. The Druids believed that the long arm of 
t he cro~s symbolized the way of li:fe; the short arms repre-
sented the t hree conditions of the sp1r1t world: Heaven, pur-. 
gatory, ~~nd hell. 
Alao · in I r eland the cross had 1ts placeo· Tbe Tau Cross 
,-ms knowp ~mong the Irish as the symbol of ,,r"fadom, and this 
·~ ... 
emblem is t o be found in many carvings an~ w~itings of that 
na t i on. ·. Truly the cross had a prominent position 1n Europe. 
-· -: . . 
Pas~1pg from the Old World to the New, w~ :find the monu-. 
ments and remains of prehistoric races 1n the~ i:!estern Hemis-
phere pl"en t l fu.lly s prinkled w1 th the sacred s,i mool. The 
. 
Spania rds trho conquered the New Spain in the·,nam~: of the cross 
were astonished to find the holy emblem of' their own faith 
already an object of worship 1n the temples of Anahuac. Of 
the crosses found in 1·!exico 9. that of Hetzt1tla.n offers the 
figure of the Greek~; those of Huatulco and other places. 
have the Latin form. Those shown in the sandals of the gods 
.in the Tonalam~tl, or priestly calendar, are Grecian, and 
t here a.re innumerable representa tives of the M.altese.23 
Palenque, a city in Mexico, is said to have been founded 
1n the ninth century before Christ. One of the principal 
buildings of this city is a temple. At the ba ck of one of 
its altars, sculptured on a slab of gyp~um, 1s a cross ten 
23 
Blake, ..2l2• ~. p. 31 • 
• 
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on· certain high festivals t.qe Mex1cans ma.de orosaea out 
of Indian corn and the blood of their saor1f1o1al v1ct1ms. 
Thea.a w.~re first worshiped and afterwards broken and d1atr1but-
ed amo.µg _the wor_sh1persp who ate them as a symbol of union and 
brotherhood. Such close resemblenoe to the saor1f1oe of the 
Holy-" E4c~a.rist probably lead the Spaniards to think that Saint 
Tho~as :and his disciples had found the way from India to theae 
countries. • • .. ~ ., I. 
.r ., · ... 
: .. ·' : ·~ 
T.t~e sepulchres of the ancient 1Qha.b1tanta of." Mexico arid 
~ • -r 
Central America were generally oruo1form. That this cross sym-
bol was placed on their tombs and temples shows that the 
slgnifioanoa waa not llmited to this life only, bµt also to 
a resurr ection and new life. 
Among the later .Mexicans the cross was ado1"'8d .. aa . the 
emblem of Iuiateot, the god of ra1n. .E:yen toda~ :traces of this 
superstition are preserved among the Mexican Ind1ans. When a 
certain Lieutenant Whipple e:!plored for tp.e route- of the 
Pac1f1o railroad, he found boards erected bearing the Tau Cross, 
oonsecrated, as he said, to the god of ra1n. 
The actual cross was also used as an instrument ·or punish-
ment and cruelty 1n Mexico. The cruelty inflicted was unknown 
to the Easter Hemisphere. The Itzaaxes, a tribe o: Yuoatan, 
enolosad the criminal in a metalic oross, wh1oh was heated 
t111 the criminal died. Among the Mexioana, judging from 
pictures and manuso-r1pts, 1t seems that the usual form of the 
._ 27 
oross of death ttas the Saint Andrew's, or Salt1re Crose. 
27Ib1d.p P• 37 • 
• 
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It seems as thoug.h Sou~h A~erica g?t b~r. religion from 
Mexico, f9r . the Mexican Cross is found there·~,, Among the 
!,1uyscas . in Cumana it was adored, and mothers placed their new-
., .. 
born chi).dren · unde1" its protection agaiust _ev:11 spirits. ;·;hen 
the Muys·c.~~ sa crificea. to the duty of water., },hey stretched 
, ...... •.· 
,,, .. -... . i -·-
cords. across a lake, formed a. cross, and at, ·:the intersection . : ,; . 
. . ;• .. .. 
threw in. offerings of gold, emeralds, · and pre:c·1ous oils. 
''1: . .-.,.·, . , ..... 
·· I11 J?a:r•aguay J> the cross, marked on the. f -orebea.ds. of the 
···~ .. 
. · . 
Ab1pones a11d blaclt crosses woven 1n red woolen ·g_a.rmen-ts, 
: .. :, 
,,,as h~nded down from their ancestors · who p1•act1se'd. the custom 
long before they were acquainted ·with the relig~ci~ of Christ • . .. .. 
Aboriginal relics of the cross are found among the 
na tions of North America. The Mississippi Valley is rich in 
Indian r elics .. Curious shaped pieces of Galena, which at 
first were presumed to be money, but are pronounced by modern 
archaeologists to be either ornaments or medals, have been 
found mar lted with the .£!!!:U£ a.nsa ta., and a vase containing, 
among other relics, a coin or medal bearing a Cross Crosslet, 
uas dug up in 184li, 1> near Natchez. 28 
·rhe mounds 1n the Ohio and i•!1ss1ss1ppi Valleys a.re of 
various shapes~ Some resemble the human figure, some animals, 
some serpents, others a.re circular, and many are cruciform •. 




and the forms of the others indicate their objects. The oruo1-
form mounds, poor for fort1f1oat1on and 1nhab1tat1on, muot have 
been erected for some other purpose. It 1s 11koly that they 
were erected for saor1f1o1al or religious reasons. 
It 1s impossible to set the date for the erection of these 
mounds, for they are the work of nations who .. likely lived so 
lo.ns. before the race of Indiana who 1nhab1.ted thta country wllen 
vioited by Europeans that even all tradition of them has been 
lost. The real mound builders ware far more adv~nced 1n c1v11-
1zA.t1on than their successorsa Many oentur1e.s. se~m to have e-
. 
lapsed between their civilized fields, v1liagea, ·and mounds 
which later were covered with the immense fore~t~ through which 
• ~ "! 
r •• ·, :-
the red men roved and hunted when the white ·matl :i1rat v1a1ted 
• c• ·:-.: - ': 
111.m. ;_._- .. ·. 
The later tribes who inhabited America u~ed the figure 
of the orosa 1n their religious rites. The Lanni Lenape, once 
one of the moat numerous and w1dely sproad tr1bes on the Atlantic 
coast. 1n their saor1f1oe for rain, placed upon a flgure of 
the cross some red material, a gourd, and some tabacoo. The 
Creeks. at thetr festival of the busk, a feast ded1cated to 
the four winds, formed a cross out of four logs, po1nt1ng to 
the cardinal points of the compass, and built a fire at the 
1nteraect1on.29 
Even the islands between the easter ·and wesbern hemis-. 
pheres are hallowed by the oymbol of the cross. On these 
29Ib1d., p. 145. 
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1slandsa toop men a.nd women tattooed themselves and wore 
necklaces wtth orosses. 
So the symbol of the holy eross circles the globe and 
' 
dates back 1nto the d1stant ages. The symbol not always de-
signates the rel1g1on of Christ, but 1n almost every case 
symbol1z_es redemption by sacrifice; later it sj'mool1zes the 
Cross 9f Calvary. 
S1noe by h1s holy sacrif1c1al death on the cross Christ 
sanctified mank1ndp the cross soon became, in ttie· eyes of the 
faithful, a sacred syni'bol of passion; a s1gn of · :rirotection 
a nd defence. It ls not altogether strange that from the be-
ginning of the new rel1g1on the cross appeared in Chr1st1an 
homes as a n object of religious veneration. The cross appears 
at an early date as a part of the l1turg1cal life of the 
falthf ul; so much so that the f1rst half of the third century 
the Chr1st1an body was called, cruels rel15los1, devotees of 
the crosa.3° 
Very soon the sign of the oro·ss was the e1gn of the 
Christian. It 1s from the or1g1nal Christian worship of the· 
cross that the custom arose of making on one's forehead the 
sign of the cross. 'l'ert.ullian said, "We Christians wear out. 
our f oreheada with the sign of the cross n. 'fhe practice was 
so general a'bout the year 200 that the Christians hardly 
undertook any action without f'irat s1gn1ng themselves with 
the cro:se • 
. 36:or~z1o Maruochi, In! Cathol1o Encyolopaedia {New York: 
Robert Appleton Company, 1908), IV, 250. 
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It is probable, though there 1a no daf1nate proof for it, 
that the pr1rn1t1ve Chr;st1ans used the cross to d1at1nqu1sh 
one another from the pagana 1n ordinary soo1al intercourse. 
The pat5ans called the Christians "orosa worsh1pera'' and added, 
0 They worhip \,that they deserve"o It 1a for this reason that 
t here 1o almost a total absence of the plain or unadorned eross 
from this perlod _of persecut1ono The Christians were afraid 
to display the cross openly. When they did represent the s1gn 
of the cross on their monuments they felt obliged to disquise 
i t 1n some artist ic and symbolical way.31 
One of the oldest of these symbols of. the cross is the 
anchor which was often follnd 1n the old sect.ion of the Roman 
catacombs. The anchorp or1g1nally a symbol . of hope in gen-
eral, talz:.os on much higher meaning: that o!' hope baaed on 
the cross of Christ. The s1mllarity of the anchor to the 
cross made it a good Christian symbol. 
Anot~er cruciform symbol of the early Chr1at1ans, though 
not very common and of a later data 11 was the tr1dent.. Many 
examples are to be found on ancient aepulchral slabs. Thia 
symbol was used also on co1no around 300 A. n .. 32 
The cross most commonly refered to and most usually de-
picted on Christi.an monuments of all a{Sea 16 the .£D!.! 1mm1ssa. 
It aeema to have been th1s type upon wh1oh Christ died. 
The Greek Cross appears at intervals and rarely on mon-
3li3anson, !m• ill•, p. 41. 
32Marucoh1, .2.R• ..9..!!. 11 p. 521. 
I 
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uments during the early Christian centuries. Another sym-
bol largely employed during the third and fourth centuries 
was the s~mstika.. On. monuments da t h {·; within the Christian 
Era., it i s known as the cru2.\ gamma.ta, because it is made by 
joining_ four gammas at their bases. This symbol was seldom, 
' or evero., used until it took the place of -the.·_a.nchor cross. 
aqou t ~he first half of the third cen.tury • . ?f h1a symbol was 
.• ·:·: 
used sil'.1ce 1 t could at the same time c,onceal · or portray the 
cross 6/ Chriat.33 · . .-
In Africa 11 where Christianity had made inore ·ra.p1d pro-
gress, the cross be5an to appear openly during the course 
of the fourth century. The cross was used. on ·coins of Christ-
i an -princes. The adoration of the cross, which up to this 
time ha.d been restricted to private groups, now began to 
assume a public and solemn character. The second Council 
of N1cea lay down that the cross should receive adoration 
and honor. The Western Church now observes ·the 11Adoration" 
on Good F~1day 9 while in the Eastern Church the special ven-
era tion is performed on the third Sunday of Lent. 
The world-wide devotion to the cross and its re11c.s 
during the fifth century a.nd those following wa.s so great 
tha t even the iconoclast emperors of the East in the1r sup-
pression of the images had to respect the cross. The charact-
eris-t1c style of the -cross in the fifth and sixth centuries 
is for the mos-t part decked wi-th flo'l:rers, palms, and foliage 
33 
Ib!d•• p. 522. 
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sometirnas sprouting from the root of the cross itself~ or 
adorneq v;ith gems and precious stones. At this time the 
uee of t he cross became so widespread tha.t it was even 
placed upon household u·teneils •34 
1·JQ,en Christianity became the official. rel151on of the 
Roman Empir~ it began to appaa r upon na tional monuments and 
\·ras bo~~ by consuls on t heir sceptr es o .He·r;-~ 1 t reaches the 
:· .. :~}: 
b e i e;ht i:o f its popularity and has. been hari9-ad: · down qu1 te, un-
. ·: ~ . ·-... ,·· .. 
changed t hrough the centuries .. From this po~nt on the · cruc1-
fix comes · into its own as is ae.t forth in th~ third chapter 
of this t hesis o-
I n Egyptp Assyria.0 Fersia.J> 'Falestine~ Ca rthage, Gree.ce, 
Rome :1 1-'.iexico 0 China9 Ja.pa.n,, and J:.Iadag-a.sca r the cross was of-
fic i ally used aa an instrument of punishmento The invention 
of tbe punisbment of the cross is a.scribed to a woman, Queen 
Semiramis, by whom, .King Nedia, with his wife and seven 
sons 0 were cruci fied- .Alexander the Great is said to have 
Cl"'Ucified two- t housand Tyri ans .. 35 
~s early as the time of Tarquin, 600 B.c., the Romans 
singled out this punishment as one of great disg~ace by ex-
posing u pon t he cross the corpse of those who had committed 
suicide to escape ordered labor. 
Among the Jews there was a cha.nee o.f' mercy and escape 
from dea th on the cross. According to the Miebnat before any-
one was crucified, the announcement was always ~adet that if 
34 
.ll!.!g.i, p. 526 • 
35 
~bid .• , p. 520 . 
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anyone knew the prisoner to be innocent, he should appear be-
fore the judge and declare him thus. 
I~ was part of tbe punishment for th~ condemned person 
to carry his own cross to the place of execution. The low-
est term of reproach that a Roman could apply to another was 
11 crucifer" i, 11 cross bearer" • 36 
From history we see that the cross wa:a ~sually about 
ten feet in height, yet there is a tradition .that Christ's 
''· ... 
wa s fifteen feet high, and the transverse b~r oight feet 
longo Prisoners were not always fastened to the cross with 
ne.ils but often bound with cords •. The thieves are usually 
pictured as merely being tied to the crosses,. but Christ was 
nailed 1n order to fulfill Scri_pture. Often the agony was in-
creased by exposing the sufferers to the attacks of wild ani-
mals, or by building a fire under the cross ,ea.using the cru-
cified person to burn and suffocate. 
The bodies were usually left on the cross until they 
decayed or were devoured by wild beasts or birqs. On great 
occasions; bowever0 they were removed out of respect to the 
law. At such times it was of'ten necessary to speed up death 
by breaking the legs. 
The sufferings endured by a person, on whom this punish-
ment wa~ 1nf11ctad, a.re told by Ge.orge Gottlob Richter, a 
German physician: 
36 
Seymour, .212• c:1t ... p. 69. 
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I The position of the body 1s unna tural, the arms 
being extended back and almost i mmovable. In 
case of the lea st motion an ex tremely painful 
sensa tion 1s exper1enced ' in the hand and feet, 
which are pi erced with nails, and in the back,. 
which is l acerated with stripes. 
II The nail, being driven through the parts of the 
hands and feet, whi ch· abound in n~rves and ten-
dons, crea te the most exquisite anguish. 
III The exposure or ·so many wounds to. the open air 
brings on an inflamma tion, which every moment 
increases the poignancy of the au;ffer1ng • . ...... 
IV In those parts of the body which a re distended 
or pressed~ more blood flows t hrough the arter-
ies than can be ca rried baek 1n the veins. 
V The degree of anguish 1o gradual 
and the person cruclf~ed is able 
it, commonly till the thi r~ day, 
t ill the seventh day •. 37 
ib its increase 
to live under 
and sometimes 
It is t o be noted tha t among the Romans the cross never 
had symbolical mean in3 which it had in the Orient. They 
loolted upon it only a.a a. means of punishment. There are in 
the Old Testament clear allusions to the cross a.nd cruci-
fixion of Jesus Christ. The Greetc letter ( T) appears 1n 
EzeJciel, 38 according to Sa int Jerome and other fathers, as 
e. symbol of the cross of Christ. " Ma.r 1c thou upon the fore-
head of the men that sigh." The other symbol of crucifixion 
indica ted in the Old .Testament 1s the brazen serpent in the 
book of Numbers.39 Christ Him-self interpreted this passage: 
" As Moses lifted up the serpent 1n the desert, so must the 
37 
.!g!g., PP• 78-79. 
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Son of man be 11fted up.n40 The .rsalm1at predicted the 
piercing of the hands and feet.41 
The cross on which Jeaua Christ was nailed was the kind 
knO\·m as 1mmisaa, 42 Yll1ch means that the vertical trunk ex-
tended a bit above the transverse beam. l-!atthew brings this 
out \·[hen he says that the 1nsci .. lpt1on was placed ·over43 the 
head of Jesus Christ. 
The historical t1arr.e.tive of the passion and oruc1f1x1on 
of J esus 9 as found in the four Gospels, agrees with all that 
has been set down concerning that form of punishment. Jesus 
waB condemned for the cr1ms of sedition and tumult; His 
crucifixion was preceded by soourglng; He carried H1s cross 
to tho place of punishment; His legs would have been broken, 
according to the custom 1n Palestine 0 1n OrQer to permit burial 
that eirening had not the soldies seen that he was already dead. 
Certainly Christ experienced this most horr1ble death on the 
oross, and for th1s reason the oroas bas received this wonder-
ful symbolism. 
In the year 3120 the Homan Emperor, Oonstan.t1ne the Great, 
became a Chr1st1an and undertook to convert his entire empire 
Lo Chr1s~1an1ty by an 1mper1al degree. He was the flrat ruler 
in history to support v1go~usly the Christian faith. Thia 
came about as a result o·f a miraculous v1s lon he ie aaid to 
40John 3:14. 
4lpealms 21:17. 




have had on the eve of a great victory over his enemy Maxen-
44 t1us. When the sun began to set, a cross of 11ght above the 
sun appeared to the Roman Emperor and his army. With the cross, 
in a constella tion of stars, appeared tbe G,l"eek words,"In this 
conquer'1 • Du1" i n g the night Chr1st is said to have appeared to 
Constantine again with the same sign, and to have told him to 
use it as a siB-~ of protection against his enemies. The next 
morn ing Constantine told the story to bis friends, and then, 
af'ter ass embling t he workers of gold and precious· stones. ·he 
ordered them to imitate t he sign he had seen. The e.tanda.rd 
t hey t hen made was called the Labaru] • A long spear, plated 
with gold11• wi t h e, transverse ·bar-, formed a. cross. From the 
bar was suspended a s qua re banner of purple, interwoven with ·· 
gold a.nd prec ious stones o above this were gqlden portraits 
of t he Emperor and hio sons; it was then surmounted by a gol-
den crown with 5ems, and l'rith1n it.. was the Greek letter (X), 
intersected by the letter (P). 
Th e account of the vision is given to Eusebius by ·con-
ata.ntine \'rho confirmed it uith an oath. For thirteen-hundred 
yea r~ no pne questioned the story. Since then; however, ques-
tions have arisen concerning the truth of the incident. Wheth-
er tbe vision is· true or false., · the fact remains that the em-
blem of the cross repla ced the eagle as standard of the Roman 
army. 
44 
Benson, ,sm. cit .• , Po 29 • 
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Today there 1s no doubt among arohaeolog1ats as to the 
discovery of the ver3 cross upon whioh Christ suffered; how-
ever, in the fourth and fifth oentur1ea historians recorded 
the finding of a cross by Empress Helena, wh1ch was at that 
time received as the instrument of the paa1on of Christ. 
•rhe story of the so called Helena discovery 1s: The Bm-
peror. Constantine, not sat1sf1ed with hav~ng established the 
first ststa rel1g1on, determined upon an attempt to discover 
the actual cross upon which Jhr1st was crucified. Since he 
was pre-occupied at the time with conquering and G~J.s.tian-
1zing the pagans, he persuaded his mother to undertake a 
pilgr1ma.ge to Jerusalem for this purpose 1n the year 326. Al-
though .a~out eighty years old, his mother, the Emp;resa Helena_, 
a very devout Christian, eagerly accepted the miaaion. Aided 
by Saint tiavarius, the Bishop of Jerusalem, ahe began a long 
and arduous eearoh. Three centuries had passed and· it was ex-
tremely difficult to locate the exact place of the cruc1f1x1on. 
It was somewhere outside the walls of Jerusalem, since cru-
o1fix1ons within the city were prohibited by law·. · It was the 
custom to bury2the cross after a c.ruo1f1x1on 1n a deep ditch 
and to oover it with stones and d1rt. 45 In this oase great 
care seems to have been taken to conceal carefully the plaoe 
1n which . the cross was buried in order that no follower of the 
Christ should discover it. The knowledge of the place of con-
cealment; however, bad been handed down 1n the families or 
451btd., p. 31. 
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certain Jews and by one of these aaoendants, an old man, 
ouriously oalled Judas, the h1d1ng plaoe of the cross was re-
vealed. At first he refused to tell the saaret. Saint Helena 
had him cast into a pit to starve and after stx days he agreed 
to .. l ead her to Golga tha, the Hill of the Skull. 
Over the spot, the Emperor Hadr1an, two centuries earl-
ier, ha d erected a temple to Venus. This was a heathen pro-
test a gainst the Clir1st1an faith. 'l'h1s temple Saint Helena 
ordered destroyed and an e xcavation made. At a c9nsiderable 
dept h, be tween the surface soil and rook, the tomb of Joseph 
of Ar1mathea was discovered 1n which Christ was bu1~·1ed and 
close by we r-e t lle three crosses. Not far away wero found the 
fou r na11s and the superscription ordered made by P1late.46 
Though many modern writers doubt t he genuineness of" tl;le d1a-
oove ry0 there uas a time when the story apparently wao not 
questioned. · 
There are some variation 1n the account of the manner 
in which t he oross of the Savior was d1st1nquiahed. Saint 
Ambrose and Saint Chrysostom said that Christ's cross was 
ident ified by the title wh1oh Pontius Pilate caused to be af-
fixed to 1.t. Rufinus, Socrates, and _Theodoret relate, as the 
test, the restoration of a sick woman who was placed upon 
each of the orosses with the earnest prayer of Maroarius, .Bis-
hop of ·Jerusalem, that God would sho\1 them by a m1raole the 
very wood upon which Christ suffered. 
There was little doubt among the people of the fourth 
46 . 
.!.!U.g., p. 32. 
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anu.- tii'th oent.uries a s to tha re·ality of t.tlis discovery and 
i t s bti ing· tw true 01•oas ot Christ . Howev\il" • Dr. Robinson 01' 
til.e ninteent.tl century speaks with sceptJ.cia!ll 01· it, ana says: 
The alleg~d di soovory of thtml(i. a.• Golgotb.a am the 
to_rn.b l br, the aged and oreci.ulous ·Helena, like the o.is-
cov~ry of the cross, may not, improbably• have been 
~he \~Ol'k of frB:ud. It would perila.ps, not be doing in-
· jµs t ice to Bishop ·Macarius anu his ·cl~rgy, if we regard 
tne wnole as a well. laia ana su9qessful p1an for restor-
. ·ing to Jerusalem its :!'armer consideration, and evalust- 47 ing his s~e to a higher degr~e ot influence ana dignity. 
',-'i e know that it was the custom among the Jews to bury 
~b.e inst1-um1:3nt of death, wtiatever it µi:ight nave boen, with tile 
suffere1·; howevdr,. b~oause tll:I Sabboth . was near', Jesus was 
rauoved hurri~dl.y ·to the sepulchre ot Joseph of Ari.mathea, a 
tomb newn in a rock. Spa ce wus not. allowed i'or the cross. 
Altb. ougll these pious souls ll&rd.ly recognized. tile 1'ull divin-
ity of the Lord., yet they <lid not look upon him a criminal. 
They might ua ve vieYl~d. the cross with abhorr~noe, and it was 
probably placed in tile pit tna t contained those of his tel.low 
Tue preservution at' tbe oross under gi~und woulu noCI pre-
sent a pr o'blem. It is not too strang~ that wood can relllb.in 
u.nae rground tor the space of three huna.re<1 years without seeing ---a.ecay. Many exampl~ s ooul<i be shown to pr ave that wood may 
t.hus be preserved .t'or .uany years. Thus the coffin ot Bishop 
Governale I who cued in 1569, has been dug up within the last 
few years, having remained. undecayt,C1. in the grcnn<i. for alx>ut 
47Robins~n., _ 22.• . ~., II, ao. 
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a.a ma.ny ·yeara as did the crosa ·or Christ; this w-a.s 1n the 
damp soil of England. In the dry soil of Palestine no ~11'-:': 
acle is required to preserve the wood. 
In . summarizing the· proo·f of the finding of the three 
Crosse.a, it is to be noted tbat a cross, in ract tbree crQss-
es, were found in a pit in Palestine. The question is,. was 
one of them that on which the Lord was crucified? .The fol-
lotTing testimony is evident. The instrument of torture a.nd 
death was, among the Jews, usually buried with the sufferer. 
Crosses were found where it was well known that Christ and the 
two crucified with Him were executed. As to the miracle 
1dentifyin~ the true Cro.as, that may be exaggerated. \'/onder-
ful events, told by ancient historians, naturally became dis-
torted. But the historians who record the discovery of the 
cross agree in the main points involved, and their testimony 
1a known to be correct 1n other matters. It must be conclud-ed 
that the cross, claimed as the true Cross, was that upon which 
our Saviour died, or that a gross fraud was brought about by 
.li-8 
Bishop Macarius and his clers.v. 
The .so-called true Cros·s. found by Helena was divided into 
three parts. One was left on the spot on which it. was found; 
a magnificent basilica was built to presel"le 1t. This build-
ing was destroyed by the Saracens in the seventh century and 
the precious relic disappeared. Another portion was ta.ken to 
48 
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Constant,) .. nople and 1.n the thirteenth century· i!·as r:emov.ed by 
~= .. :. : 
Saint Lo.u_ls to, Paris where he built the w.ond~;sful chureh1 
;- ~ ·:. 
Sairfte Q:tiappelle,. to hous.e the rel:1c. It 1-s _:~Qntained in a 
t·. . ~ 
soiden reliquary and ia shown on holy days .an~ festivals • 
. . ·. 
The third portion was brought by Saint, Helena -to · Constant-
/"," 
ine and by him , deposited in the ancient church o·f Santa . 4 . 9 
Groce in Rome, which he built eapec-1ally ~o .-p.>;>ese-rv:e. 
In. 611~ A .D. J e1"Usale~ was invaded by cndsr~es., King 
of Persia, who destroyed the churches erected by Saint 
Helena; h.e carried to hie own country the por!,ion of the 
Cross, :The Patriarch of Jerusalem, Zachar!~, _a.q-companied 
by the i•elic. and the wife of Chosroea .. a Chr:lsti~n, care--
fully preserved it :from desecration. E'or f.oµ~~teen year.s it 
t;a s kept_ in l?ersia.; however., when they were c.~nquered by 
Emperor 'Heraclius• he ca.rrie.d the holy re11_C· -~o Conatant.inople. 
The next year it was restored to Jerusalem-," _.bi Heraclius. In 
635 Heracliua was drive·n fro.m Jeruaale~ and ~e~t the ·s-acI'ed 
treasure to Gonstantinople. Either it s,oon f'0und 1·ts way 
ba.·c lc or a portion of it must have baen pre~~rv~d . in the holy 
city~ f9r it is often mentioned ln history. 
Fr~gmants of the Cross a.re -numerous and :found 1n many 
countries., The demand 1'o~ portio11s of the Cr¢,ss increased 
beyond t:tie. ability .pf ·the cr·oss to supply it . Superna.fa.iraJ. 
;, :~ 
po,·rer w~s· attribu-ted ·to it. Certainly it must have been 
4.9 ' ... · •; 
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· marielou·s· the way the ·cr~as in~r.ea.aed to supply the eentur1es 
of demanq.p. but that is no more marvelous than _.the miracle . that 
many ·Oft.be fragments a.re Of different Species of WOOd; yet 
the,t may be- in part accounted for by claiming that the Cross 
was composed. of different kinda af wood; Fou~ hun~ed years 
ago ~ 'Er a smus de.clared that "if the fragments of the Cross were 
collected ~_· enough would be found for the bu1l·41ng· of a ship, 
so 
and yet our Lord carried H1a Cross·" ~ 
Alt~ough Calvin stated what is consid~red a fact that 
h·.,.:: 
Saint Helena did discover the true Cross-;. nev~rtheless;. be did 
t h ink the search was one of fool1sh
0
-0uriosity; and~ as to the 
1nnumerabl e rel 1cs nm-1 claimed to be pa.rt o~ it; h.,~ .says; "the 
Gospel testified that the Cross was. carried by_ one· sin,gle 1n.;. 
d 1vidual; how glaring, then.; · 1a the auda.c-ity n9w to pretend to 
51 
display more relics of wood th.an three hundred men could carry11 -. 
To such sta tement-a Dr~ Rock answers: 
Large cr oesea of· wood~ upon ,1h1.ch -short thread-like chips 
f ro.m t he true Cross were slued; have- bean at times mis;.; 
taken by the heedless travell·er; ~ ~ ~ for so many portions 
of the ,tru:e Gross itself~ But the th.in; .almost indiscern.;. 
1ble p~rings from the true Qross 1tsel'f , . a.11 . if brought 52 
-t oget,her and put i n to a scale, would n~t -weigh many ounces. 
~ho~e who b i:we ·1nvaatiga.ted the sub jeo.t ~os t fully unite 
in one ~eetimony; that but very little is to b~ found 
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at preee~t throughout Christendom of which 1t-1s said that it 
was part of the original wood. There seem to be very few 
fragmen~~ -anywhere of which it is actually .c~a1med that; ·they 
a.re r,el.ic~ of the true Cross. r.rhe common idea tha.t enough 
wood 1a--Sl?-own 1n various places aa relics of _the true Cross 
to build:. ;;i. dozen crosses ls an error, lnvent:e.d by some· who 
•· 
imagined that when a church claimed to posa~s~ a piece of the 
true Cro·ss, 1 t must be a piece of at l~as t ·. B0!118 feet in 
length ~;nd solid in contents. General],y spe~king, such a very 
rare and highly prized relic, whether possessed· by a chur.ch, 
a crowned head, or a private .individual, is a minute speck of 
wood, sc.arcely visible to the naked eye,. set ~ometimea on· an 
ivory tablet, is invariably enclosed in a costly reliquaira. 
No other fragment ia known so large as that on the Santa Croce 
t ablet, which is ten inches long by seven wide. There are but 
very few f'ragments known which are large enough to be called 
pieces of weod. Leaving out the Sa,nta Croce tablet, all the 
relics of the holy Cross.,. cl·t'\imed to be such,. if gathered 
t ·ogether into one place, would not make another block of 
53 
wood as l~rge .as the Santa Croce tablet.. So it ia possible 
for all these to have come from one cross if that w~s the 
original Cross of Christ which Saint Helena. found. 
The material 9f the holy Cross is said to be of many dif-
ferent types of wood. Perhaps the most gener'd.l tradition 
as·cribes it to the aspen, because the leaves always tremble, 
53 
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·· .. as it' shuddering at tbe l'emembrance of the awful use. for · 
which it was once employed. 
Mally years ago it was the widespread bel-+ef that the 
Croes of the Lord was made ·of mistletoe whlch ·once was a 
large tree:; but the curse which Christ bore w:as transfered . . .. .. 
to -the tre,e, causing it to dwindle a.way and-;b~coi:rie the para-
site it now is. 
In some parts of Great Brita.in. the elder is respected 
e.s the wood which bore Christ• e body, and some people relig-
iously ref\tse to use it as fuel. This tra.di tion was obser- , 
ved to the day of the great Q.ueen Elizabeth .• . · 
Also the oak has been supposed to .be tbe tree from which 
the material for the cross was taken; this is claimed -not .only 
because it was common in Palestine, and t.rell fitted by its 
strength for the purposeg but also because the .frasments 
wh:J.ch bear ·the greatest probability of genuinene-ss appear to 
be of that wood. 
It 1a maintained that the Gross was made of three···a_pecies 
of' wood. The words of Isaiah a.re sometimes cited as proof, 
0 Tbe glory _oi' Lebanon aball come unto thee; the fir tree; the 
the pine tree, and the box together, to beautify tbe place of 
my sanctuary; and I will make the place of my feet glor1ousu. 
I-n the Vulgate the l-rorda a.re cn>ress_. pine, and cedar. 
In later leg.ends the number of the types of wood 1s incr-
eased. The simple symbol of the Trinity gives way to a 
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more complex idea. So the Crose ls sa1d to have been com-
posed of four kinda of .wood. Four 1s tbe nu~_ber of stability; 
the un1trerae as well as the church is ma.de up from the elect 
of the f .our quarters of the earth~ The four quarters \'#ere 
wate~ad ."~y the rivers of Paradise, four strea.~s coming from 
one head. The altar of incense was ordained . to be four-
square-, ·with it.a four horns sprinkled with th:~ bloo.d of the 
.·• 
s a crifice by which the offering was mad.a a . .ccepta.ble.. From 
these f acts the legend of the four types of wood $Ot their 
origin. 
In the four wood le3end t.he upright. was Qf -cedar, the 
transverse of cypress-~ the title of olive, and the foot-rest 
of palm. This is the wa.y in which the four types were inter-
preted.. The ma.in support of the Cross was. of cedar, that is., 
the altar ~pon which the sacrifice was o£fered was or the . 
wood consecrl~ ted, not only by being -employed in Solomon' a 
temple, but ~y having been previously appointed by Jioses as 
one of the symbolical 1-ngredient.-s. 1n the off.er1ng for le.pro-sy 
55 
and defilement consequent upon contact with dea.~ho The 
cypress sustaining the out~t-r-etched arms., . tbe tree of mourn-· 
lng, while 1 t wept over ~inners-. ext.·ended 1 ts arms to em ... 
brace the who.le world in 1ts sacrifice. The olive on whi-eh 
wa.s the title, the universal pledge of pea'9e, pro-claimed 
that the Prince of Peace died t.o restore peace between God 
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and man. The palm, the crown of earthly glory and symbol 
56 
of martyrdoom, is trampled under foot. 
We have another legend concerning the wood used in the 
Crqss. Ad~m, when he was soma nine-hundred and more years 
old was with pain; he then remembered that he··. had been told 
tha t the · leavee of the tree of 1ife in the Garden of Eden 
had power to soothe pain. He persuaded his son Seth to get 
a slip from the tree from the angel guard at the gate. but 
Adam died before Seth returned. Seth then planted the slip 
at the ·head of his grave. It grew into a great tree; from 
one b1"a.nch ca.me the rod with which Moses smote the rock 1n 
the wilder•ness. Solomon bad the t.ree hewn down to make a 
pilla r for his temple. But it never fitted, so he bad it 
made into a foot-bridge over a brook. 
When the Queen of Sheba came to Solomon, dressed in her 
fine clothes, she was supposed to walk over this foot-bridge, 
but her womanly intuition warned her not to do so. Anotbe·r 
version of the legend records that no sooner had she set 
her foot upon it than it disappeared. in a bog and was lost 
from sig}?.t and knowledge or men. Centuri.es la.tar it mirac-
uoualy reappeared and from it. was made the cross upon which 
57 
Christ was crucified. 
There is another legend that the angel on guard at the 
Garden of Eden refused the plea of Seth and gave him three 
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seeds or an apple picked from the tree of forbidden fruit 
instead of a slip; ha received these together with the com-
mand to place them under Adam's tongue after his death. Seth 
did as he was told a.nd from them grew three trees, a. cedar, 
a cypress, and a pine. In time these three united and be-
came one tree from which the Cross of Calvary was made. 
The legends of the wood of the .cross are ma.ny; yet it 
is easily seen that none can be definitely proved as being 
true to f act. The matter 1s based largely on the imagina-
tion and choice of the individual. 
CHAPTER III 
A STUDY 01•' THE VARIOUS TYPES OF THE CROSS 
The forms Which the cross assumes are almost countless. 
Yet, numerous as they are, they are nearly all baaed upon 
two principle types, known as the Greek and the Latin. 
Those which may not correctly be classified under the 
two types Just mentioned are the Anticipatory and. the Ec-
cles1aat1cal Crosses. 
The Anticipatory, or as it 1s sometimes called, the 
Croes of the Old Testament, oons1s-ts of three limbs only. 
In art it is generally confined to the representations ot 
the lifting up of the brazen serpent b:y Moses in the wilder-
ness. It 1s also called the Tau Cross for its· exact resemb-
lance t -o the Greek l _etter, T ; a_nd again the Cross ot . 
Saint • .\nthony. In heraldry ~t is. t.e.rmed the Or·oss Potent. 
The Ecoles1ast:1.oal Crosses are two in- number, and are 
distinguished from -all others by tlle number ot their trans-
verse beams. The most imJ)ortant has thl'E!e, forming six 
arms. The lesse.:- has two beams, forming t'our branches. 
These crosses are us·ed as a medium ot h1eraroh1cal d1st1n-o-
t1on; the Pope alone being ent~tled to the triple, while 
Cardinals and Archb~shops are -~o~ored with the double cross. 
The latter to-rm appears first to have been introduced 
1n Greece, :where it was very generally adopted, doubtless 
aa a sign of distinction. The name it bears in heraldry 
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would imply as much, being termed the Patriarchal Cross.1 
There are over 1'our hundred forms or the cross. or 
these about fifty have been used ~n Christian symbolism. 
Many o~ them undoubtedly had.their origin in heraldry, and 
are ~noluded in most of the standard books on the subject 
of Christian symbdl~sm.2 In or der ·that we have a reterence 
list of the more common forms of the cross, there are here 
collected from over a dozen works on Chr1&t1an symbolism 
and heraldry the more f amiliar variations of the cross. 
Cross Adorned 
CROSS ADORNED The-re are several var1at1ons of this cross. 
A Latin Cross wl~os.e surface bea.i;-s painted or carved lilies, 
Pass ion flowers or other floral forms la cal~ed the Cross 
Adorned. Another common form show·a each arm e-nde·<l w1 th a 
beaded moulding, from which springs· tle~re-de-lys. 
Cross Aiguiese 
1w. G. Audsley, Ghr1stian ~ymboliem (Lon~on: Day & Son, 
Limited, :f.-898), p. 71. ·. 
2F. R. Webbe;r. Church Symbolism (Cleveland:- J. H. Jansen 
Publishing· Company, 1921}, P• 99. 
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CROSS AIGUISSEE It 1s a decorative cross, ot heraldic de-
rivation. The ends are oouped, that 1s, cut otf square, 
and termi nate with obtuse points •. ~ aymbol of the Passion. 
Crose Alisee Patee 
CROB.S ALI~ PATEE This 1s the Cros·e Patee having been in-
scribed within a oirole. For fulleT 1nformat1on s~e Cross 
Patee and its description • 
.. -.,:.:.~~,_,f:;~ • :· .- -
.... - .... --..... : ..,, . 
Cross Anchored 
CROS8 ANCHORED Here is a torm ot the cross., originating in 
primitive days in ~he ce..t-acomos, formed by combining an an-
chor and a cross. The symbol of Christian hope. Aleo an 
heraldic cross ~those ends are curved outward like the. tl.uk.ea 
or an anchor~ There are many and varied forms of this :par-
ticular cross. 
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ORUX ANSATA This cros-s is supposedly- ot ~c1ent Egyptian 
or.1g1n. .It may be either a Tau Croes w~th a lo·op av-er it, 
or a ta.tin Crose similarly loopeq. A Symbol ot lite. 
Cross Barbee 
CROSS BARBEE The Ba:rbee Crose is one whose ends ,;-esemble 
the barbs of fish hooks, or fish spears. Symbolical ot the 
ICHTRUS symbol of our Lord.; also suggestive of the idea of 
Mfiahere of men." 
Crooe Bezant 
CROSS BEZAN'i' A cross whose surta.ot is charged .wit~ golden 
discs. Also a cross compoe~d ot five to seven discs, either 
Greek or Latin 1n its form. 
Oro es Bordered 
CROSS BORDERED It ~s muoh used in church painting, in decora-
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tion. 1n heraldry, and in ancient stained glass work. One 
of the most useful of all decore.tive forms of the cross. 
Any color, regardless of its form, if edged with a narrow 
band, usually of a different color# is said to be horde-red 
of f1mbr1ated. I t also goes under the namec of F1mbriated 
or Edged Cross . 
Croes Bo.m!bonnee 
CROSS BOTTOWNEE This cross also 1dent1f'ied with names Bour-
bonee and TreffJ.ee is a. very bsaut1ful f'.orm, either Greek or 
Latin 1n design, whose ends termi nate in treto1ls. Once 
co-mmonly stamped on the covers of' hymnals#. 1 t is now used 
widely ~,h,ere a d,eoorat1ve torm of the ~~s.s 1s desired. It 
is often used on corner S'tones. Some. :autho·ri tie.a state that 
these trefoils must - e-nd with the fleur'!-de-lis.; howe:ver, this 
is very debateable. 
Cross B.re,stisse·e 
CROSS BRESTISSEE Here 1s a cross whose limbs show indenta-
tions s-1m1lar to battlements# except that t-he battlements 
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are -n-o·t opposite eile another. It is a a7mbol ot Ohrist1an 
wart'are, e.nd the Cllurch Militant. 
Cross Cablee 
OROS~ CABLtE ~his cross is composed or two members resembling 
cables. Purely decorative. This may be :found in both Latin 
and Greek form; howe,e~~ the Greek 1s. usually the more common. 
Calvary c-ross 
CALVARY CROSS ~his is the same as the Graded Crose. Also. 
a cross containing tlle figure or our Lor4, with Hie mother 
and Saint John on either side. is calle-d a -Cal.vary Cross. 
The simple Lat-in Crose 1tselt also is some times calied 
the Croes of Calvary. 
Cante-rbury Croas 
CANTERBURY CROS.S Thie ls a cross v1th. tour ha.llmer-l.1ke arms 
I 
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which spring from a e4~e. This is quite unique and at the 
same time oatohea ~he. eye; therefore a good example of the 
de-0orat1ve. cross. 
.Oros.a Cant,onnee 
0.RCSB CAl'JTONNEE Any large cross closely .surrounded by tour 
smaller ones of e1ml lar design 1s given the nama Cantonnee 
Oross. 
Crose Cap.ital 
CROS8 CAPITA~. Here is a cross,. derived tram heraldry, and 
.now used de,corative.ly, whose limbs terminate in architectural 
f'orma suggesting the capitals of columns. It also goes by 
the name of Ohap1tea:u Cross. 
0-eltic Cross 
CELTIC CROSS The c·eltic Cross may al.so be called the Irish 
o-r Iona Cro·ss. It is a very ancient torm, having been used 
·50 
by the early Oelt1~ Christians, who trace their origin to 
the early· centuries of the Christian eraa Many such 
crosses, of extremely ancient ,origin, may be seen in Great 
Br1 ta.in, where they were used 1n pr1m1 ti ve times as wayside 
crosses and cemetery crosses. 
The vertical . arm o·f this cross usually tapers, often 
with a slight en ta.els. At the Jun.ct ion of the· vertical and 
horizonta l members, ·the croas is hollowed out in four places, 
s.nd a circle, representing eternity, !)laced about it. Usual-
ly this circle lies on a different plane thail that of the 
cross proper. Many ancient forms of the Celtic Cross are 
elaborately carved, with intersecting circles and basket 
weave patterns, and often w1 th medallions· in which are 
figures carved in low relief. 
Some years ago, when Protestant bodies were atraid to 
use the true Latin Cross., due to the asoociat·ion w1 th Rome., 
many Celtic Cros·sea were seen on chu:rch spires~ · Such crosses 
wei"e deec1"ibed as 11 disgu1a.ed crosses. 11 
Cross O.eroelee 
CROSS OERCELEE_It is somewhat like an Anchored CrGse, ex-
cept that 1 ts curve·d ends resemble a ram's horn. '?his 1s 
extremely fanoy and good use 1s made ot it where many :frill• 
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are de:s1red. The more comraon use ot this variety 1s 1n the 
Greek form which lends 1ts~lf well for decoration. 
Chain Orosa 
CHAI N CB.053 A cross composecl. of links of a chain. It or-
i gina. tea in the a.a.ya of · heraldry, b.ut tode.y may be used to 
express the i dea. of the f'ette.rs or s1n being broken through 
the power of the Cross of Calvary. 
' . 
Cross Ohequy 
CROSS C·EEQ.UY A cross oompoaed ot at lea.st thr-ee rows ot 
squares of alternating color~. Th1s has a slight resemblence 
to a checker board. It is ve·ry gaudy and not well adapted 





CROSS . ..CLECHEE A oro.ss w1 th spea r-like ends, ueua.117 having 
small ltnobe or loop-a, charged with another cross qf the 
same design or color, but smaller, so that only a narr~w 
border of the under cross is vie·able. 'l'he smaller cross 
is the erune color ae the field. Other authorities detlne 
1t as a oross having spear-like ends, voided and pometted. 
A very decorative ~orrn of the oroes, and like many others 
may be used 1n Greek or La t.in form. 
Cross Oomponee 
CROSS COMPONEE A cross r.ormed or rows of smell squares or 
alternating colors. At times one may find it under the name 
of Cross Gobony. 
Cross of Constantine 
CROSS QE CONSTANTINE A combination of the cross and the Chi 
Rho symbol, said to have been seen by Constantine, together 
·w1 th the words !!l ~ signo v1noes. It is the proper symbol 
tor Asoe-nsion Day • 
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0-ross Cordee 
CROSS COB.DEE L1ke_wise called the . .Corded Cross. A Cros·s, 
Latin o.r Greek, around whioh is wound a rope. ln Christian 
symbolism 1t may be used to recall the rope used to bind 
our Lord before fiie crucifixion. Of Heraldic origin. 
Cross Oo~ised 
CROSS COTISED A cross whose ends a.re adorned w1 th scrolls. 
The se may be said to represent th~ fou~ Gospels, although 
this, like me.ny other ideas, may have been read into a cross. 
purely heraldic 1n origin. •. 
c·ro s-s Clramponee 
CROSS ORAHPONEE A cross potent with a part o~ e.ach termina-
t ·1on m:l.ssing. S"1m1lar to thw .Swastika,. except tha. t the re-
turned arllls are shorter. Special care. must always be exer-




CROSS CRENELLER Also known as the lm.ba'ttled Crose. A cross 
whose edge s suggest the battlements of a fortress. The sym-
bol of the Church Militant. Closely r -;; sembles the Ci'Oss Bre-
t .issee. 
Croes C·reacented 
CROSS CElE.SCEN'l'EP A croaa whose ends term~na,te in c-resoent-
like ornaments. This type seems to have had 1 ts origin du·ring 
the days of the crusades. The e.nd of the arme e.re to repre-
sent the fortified towers of the armed castles. I~s ohiet 
use was in heraldry .. Otten this cross 1& listed with the title 
of Oross Oroieant. 
Gross Crosslet 
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CROSS OROSBLE:'l' Fo~r .Latin Crosses arranged so that their 
bas•a overlap. It may be said to represent the spread ot 
Chr1st1an1ty to the four corners of the earth. This form 
is appropriate for the Season of Epiphany. when the mis-
siona.I'.'y !dee. is stressed. 
Cross Degraded 
CROSS DEGRADED A cross whose arms end with steps which 
touch the edge of the shield U}JOn which it is charged. This 
is a heavy looking cross and can easily be made ·to look out 
of proportion and awkWard. lt requires. a skilled hand to 
design this . variety properly. 
Crose Dem1-s·ar.oelled 
CROap ~-SAROEL~ A cross or the Patee type, with square 
indentations in its outer edge-a... Purely decorative. 
Cross Double-Fitchee 
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Cl~OSS DOUBLE-1.l' I TCHEE A cross whose ends terminate in t wo 
· point s. This tends to give the effe·ct that 1 t ha.a been 
cleanly broken off . Very plain but beautiful in its sim-
plicity or d.es1gn •. 
Cross Dovetailed 
GROSS DOVETAILED A cro.as whose sides have indenta tions 
r esembling the cablnetmalter•a dove~a1ling. 
.. I , 
Easter Cross 
EASTER OROSq A white Latin Crose with Easter Lilies twined 
abvut i t. Symbolical of our nisen Lord._ and ot Easter Day. 
It is widely used on Easter cards, and ·o.n church printing 
for Easter--time. 
Eastern Cross 
EASTEPJ~ CROSS W1 th1n recent yeat-s, many cl1urchee have b.een 
-
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ere·oted with a cross on their spires composed ot a vertical 
and two horizontal arms, and the third placed 1n a slanting 
position. Such a cross may be used only by ·the Eastern 
Church, and its presence upon a spire or a dome s1gn1t1ed 
that the congregation 1s a member of the Eastern Orthodox 
Church. 
It is otten designed improperly by those unfamiliar 
with it. To design such a cross properly, one must first 
lay out a slender Latin Cross. Then add a shorter arm above 
t he usual cross arm. Finally add a lower arm the exact 
length of the upper arm, which must slant ba·ckhand, or dex-
ter, and never sinister. This lower arm must be place4 some-
what below the longer arm, it must be exactly the length ot 
the upper arm, and its ends muat be cut so that they are 
vertical. Its pitch is less than torty-tive degrees. 
The upper arm of the cross represents the insor1pt1on 
placed over the ·hea.d ot the Lord. The lower, slanting arm, 
represents the :foot-rest, since, the Ea.stern Church believed 
that He was crucified with his teet side by side, and not 
placed one over the top of the other, as the Western Church 
and the Protestant bod.lee usually picture the cruoit1x1on. 
Many strange reas.ons have been g1 ven tor the slanting 
ot the lower bar. The Russian llaak1ln1ks are said to aharge 
the Russian Orthodox Church with teaching that our Lord's 
limbs were ot unequal length. Others say tnat the toot-rest 
was disturbed because ot the earthquake, or that 1t vas 
I 
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slanted ,then the Lord woe suffering. '1'he true exple.nation 
1 t aeerns i s that the .toot-rest is set a.t e.n e.nsle in order 
to sugges~G the C:roAs S.altire, or Saint And:revr• s Oros.a. Thie 
apost l e was the one who introduced Christianity into Russia, 
according ·i;o an old t:radi tion of that land. 
Croes Engrailed 
Cii.OBS ENGP.A1J.£D A oross whose e.rr.1s sllow tho·rny proje-ot1ons, 
form t ng concave aem1-o11"'cles. These pr·oject.1ons are supposed 
b<>· · aome to suggtrnt the sharpness of the suffering of our Lord 
upon the cr oeo, although any heraldic figure me.y be engrailed. 
Cross En trailed 
GR05S r.:NTRAILED A c.ecorative form of c-ross, which springs 
from h~raldry. It is voided being formed of narrow lines 
eim.\.lar in shape to the Crose Clechee,. except that each arm 
is ornamented with three loops. 
Cross Etaile 
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CROSD -ETOILE A cross in the form of a four pointed star. 
This may 'become a. very delicate design; however, without 
the proper ca.re in construct.ion it l:,ses its reaerablence 
to a cross as~d becomes a mere ornament without symbolical 
meaning. 
Cross Per-de-?ourchette 
CROSS litEI.i-DE- ll'OURC1UiTTE A decorated crosi:,, of heraldic 
origin, whose ends resemble the forked irons once used by 
solQiers as a rest for their rnuGkets, her.ce its name also. 
Cross Fitohee 
CROSS FITCHEE Any form of the oroso whose lower arm 1s 
dra.,·m out to a sharp point, is said to be f"itched, or point-
ed. This form originated at the t1me of the crusades, when 
the crtlEJaders carried small crosses w1 th pointed lower arms, 





CROSS FLA~'fANT An unusual form of the cross with flame-like 
edges. Also a cross w1th several flame-like ornaments pro-
ceeding diagonally from the intersection ot its arms. A 
symbol of religious 
Cross li'leurie 
CROSS t'LEURIE One of the most useful forms of decorative 
cross. Closely resembles the Oross Patonoe. Its arms are 
usually quite straight, and of the same breadth, except at 
their extremities, where they burst into graceful triple-
leaved terminations. This cross is found both in the Greek 
and Latin form, most frequently in the Latin. 
Cross Fleure-ttee 
CROSS FLEORETTEE Somewhat similar to the Croes Fleurie, 
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exc.ept that its end.a a re couped.,. or cut otf straight, with 
th.ree gre,ceful pe~als, ea ch resembling the fleur-de-lys.. A. 
' . 
aymb,;il of the Holy Tr·1n1 ty" and appropr~ate tor al te.r and 
pulpit vestments of the ~rin1ty season. Very often this 
type has been name~ -Pro.ss Fleur-de-lye beacuse of the de-
~·1gns at the e-nd of·,·ea.ch arm. 
Cross Fou~chee 
CROSS FOUROHEE A decorative form ot the oro·se, . ·der1•ed 
like many others from heraldry whose ends ar.e forked, but 
not pointed. A Crosa Moline with the points cut ott. 
The Cross of Four Ermine Spots 
!!!§:_ O~OS5 OF FOtIR E:S.MI~E SPOTS A beau_t1.f'ul . f'orm of the 
cross, useful 1n. church de-ooration, embr-9.ideey a,nd printing_, 
composed of·, four heraldic ermine spots. 
The Cross ef Four Fu-s1ls 
~HE CROSS .QE.l.Q!lli FUSILS A cross oomposed tor tour elongated 
lozenges of solid color. It 1s of simple design and easy to 
exeoµt.e as a. decorating work~ 
The Cross of Four Pheons 
&fHE GROSS .QE. .!".Q.!& PHEONS An heraldic cross·, made up ot tour 
dart heads whose points touch. The inner edges of the dart 
head~ are aeparated. It may be said to remind one of the 
"fiery darts of the wicked," and the Christian's duty to 
resist thegi• through the power of the Crose of Christ· • 
.. 
Cross 1-'retsted 
CROSS FRETTED A deeorative form, or heraldic origin; com-
po·sed of interwoven bands which form tive perfe.ot squares. 
This is of complicated design; yet. when viewed as a whole 




CROSS FUSILEE A c~oss whooe ends terminate with diamonds. 
If' the tips of the diamonds .are cut off, it 1a a Cross 
lt'1us11.ee Couped. 
Crose 1n Glory 
caoss 1li GLORY It is a Latin Crose, behind which 1.s a ris-· 
1ng epn, sending forth twelve or more rays or light. This 
form of the cross is suitable tor Easter decorations, or 
for the Easter Day altar vestments. ~ts color is white. 
Rayed and Easter Cross are two other names under which it 1s 
to. be found. 
Graded Or.oss 
GRADED CROSS This 1s the Latin· cro~e, the vertical member 
eight to ten squares hi.gh and the horizontal member rive to 
seven squares long. It stands upon a base composed or three 
steps, 'hence its name. The lower step represents charity, 
the broadest and the greatest of tne three Theo1ogical vir-
tues. The s.econd step de·notes hope, without wh1oh the ohar-
1 ty avails 11 ttle. The third step is fa1 th and is placed 
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next to the cross to express the raot ~hat taith 1a the 
gitt ot the cruc1t1ed Lord, and not a th1ng ot man's own 
cre~ting. The graded cross 1s very otten used upon the altar. 
Greek Cross 
GREEK .Qtl0SS The an~ient Greek c~oss which must not be con-
fused with the cross ot the Eastern Church, is made by a~ 
r anging seven perfect squares vertically and seven horizon-
tally. The arms are all of equal length, and a. .:perfect 
circle may be drawn around them, just touching the end ot 
each one. On all properly designed altars, t1ve Greek cros-
ses are used. One of these is incised in the exact center 
of the mensa, or top slab of the altar, so that the ·sacrament 
vessels, at the celebration or the Holy Eucharist, may be 
placed over it. Feur other Greek eros·ses somewhat smaller 
in size, are 1nc1s·ed close to eadh corne-r ot the· mens-a ot 
the altar. The five Greek cr0:sse-s., of very ancient tradi-
tion, represent the five wounds ot our Lord. 
The Greeks departed trom the original croe-s and by 
equalizing its limbs idealized it,. and rendered 1t more 
suitable tor ornamental purposes. Nearly all the crosses 
used as heraldic charges are ot the Greek type; and the same 
holds good with regard to decorative art. 




a~ arms, all being of equal importance. Those ot the Latin 
Cross, however,. have different names. 
Crose Gringolee 
CROSS GRINGOLEE A cross whose arms are couped, with two 
serpent• a heads issuing fr·om every 81de. Symbolical, per-
haps, of sin and salvation. 
Cross Interl.aoecl 
CROSS .INTERLACED A Cross composed ot four members which 
are woven together. These four members whe·n placed together 
form a perfect Greek Cross. 
Inverted Cross. 
I~VE~D CROSS A Latin e:ross with the head downward. The 
symbol of Saint Peter and Sa1nt Jude. It has· beoome the 
symbol of these two men tor they are ~eported to haTe been 
crucified with their head downward to the earth. 
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Iona Cross 
IONA CROSS Thie ls one or the crosses meet widely known 
by laymen. It is found to be very popular among members 
of the church. The beauty of its design attracts the eye. 
The circle inside the cross represents the unity ot the 
God.head while the cross ia a symbol of the second person 
of the Trinity, namely Christ. The Iona Cross 1s also 
identified with the Celtic and Irish Crosses. 
Cross Lambeau 
CROSS ·LAM.BEAU A.Cross Patee, with a long lower limb, re'st-
1ng upon a horizon.tal bar, and having three pendent labe:ls 
beneath this bar. 
-La.tin Cross 
LATIN CROSS This form ot the cross is appropri~te the world 
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offr.• and ma.7 be uated· by ant rellglou · boa, wboee too~ne . . . 
1nol.u4ea a oonf'eaa1on . . ot the Lord .reeua Ob1'1al an4 B1a a-
toning dea t .h,. · It· la. the ton ot orosa upon Wb1ob the SartoY 
. . 
1s sa1d to have.-. 41.ed a.nd 1~. 1a. aete to-uea it $1.moat ~. 
It is known as the .2m 1p1aa. Mo•, Lat1n croaaea ae.Q .._ 
signed by amateur.a are ba4 1n proporuon - uaua117 too thick 
and too clumsy. 
A croaa ot good pi-oportlon.e can be b•4 b7 cutting "'81Te per-
f e ct squar es ou t or on.rdboari, . .and arranging t:bem eight Yer-
tl..S.117 .and t1 ve hor1z.on~ally wl th tbe· th1r4 a4uare hon the 
·top aerv1ng 1n both pieoee. Any·thing tbicker than that 1• 
. ' 
elums7. 11" used 1n church ·abrolde-17, 11 ou&tlt to be oc;,n-
a1derabl7 1:1uoh th~er "tba1'\ tho proportions Just giTen.~ A 
gable o.r spire cross ought. M-Yer be less than elgb, aquai-ea 
h1gb and 1'1 ve square o w14e; 11' an,Ullng., more &lender. 
Th.e tour 11·mbs ot the Lat1n O'l'Oee ba• clltterea~ naue. 
The .lower membe.i- :1-a terme4 the toot; ihe upper 1• lffll8cl the 
st11ul1 t; and the· two· a1de aemben .are oallec\ the al'IU. the 
:proport.1on.s of' the tour membe-ra· Tai"J. 1'11 a1tt'erent. example•• 
In a p_roperl.1 t'omed.. La.t1n c·roaa the f'ocsi· abould 'be longer. 
than t he tvo ta'II~ -4484 togetheia• ~~ ~' ehoul..4 be tb9 
.shorhat ·eeaber ot all.; am. ,1:ae arme •ald be eq-.1 to one 
another. All tbe soellbe~e or bolb a La'111· -4 ~- Ci-o•• 
could be ot equal th1oue.-. 
The Latln Ci-oaa aee•a ·pre-eainen,17 ~ .. beoauae· 1~ 
le belie'fttd that· 11 vaa OJl auoh a oro•• lbal lbe. SaYi.oJt _. 
· ea 
ol'Uo!f1ed. Pale·stine and the Jews were then under Roman law, 
and the execution of the sentence wae according to the ou~toms 
of those rulers, and . the cross they would have used would na-
turally have been Latin. 
Croes Lorraine 
fiROSS LOF..RAINE Similar to the Patriarchal 0.ross-; except that 
the longer bar is near the .base. The cross of the Holy League. 
Mal te ae Oro ss 
l;M\LTESE CROSS A cross resembling four spear heads w1 th the 
points touching. The eight outer points ot this cross must 
all be equidistant from one· another. It is a well known 
symbol of the eight beatitudes, and 1s cal.led tbe regererQ.--
t1on Crose. Aleo the symbol or Saint John1·.o Day·. It was 
worn by the Knights Hoepitallers, or Knights ot Saint John 
or Jeruealem. It must not be contused with the Oroes Patee. 




CROSS .MASCLX_ A c~o-as compoeed .or five voided mesae·at whose 
point s touch. One point of e-a.ch of the outer squares touches 
one of the four point-a of the inner square. When e-rected 
on end i t t akes on the perfect torm of the ·Greek Cross. 
Cross Mascly Pommettee 
CR.OBS MASCLY POMMETTEE A Cro.ss Ma.scly • with twelve knobs 
on 1 ts twelve outer points. This- cross has the tendency . 
to look qu1 te over ornate becau-ee of -,;he many d et.ails. 
C.ross Millr1ne 
CROSS MILL.RINE A c-ros.e 11hose ends resemble somewhat the 
elamp-_on the upper millstone·. That, without a. doubt 1s the 
r ·easo·n tor the name 1t has been given. 
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Oross Moline 
CROSS MOLINE A decorative form of the cross, with arms 
extending in · two petals. Thia is a pleasing varietr .ot~ 
t he croaa , although it 1a seldom used in comparison with 
many of the othe~ types. 
.. .. 
-'j ,____. •:-_--,....,..,,,__ 
, ::\:~~~1i'..f ~;;.;i.~ 
., 
Cross Mou.ssue 
CROSS lWUSSUE A cro-ss trhoee ends all terminate in a sem1-
c1rcular f ashion. This is one ot the more simple forms, and 
you can see t hat therein lies its attractiveness. 
Cross Nebulee 
CROStl NEBULEE- Somewhat like the Dovetailed Cross, except 




CROSS NIMBED Any form of the Greek cross, if' surrounded 
by a circle wh1eh gives forth rays, is said t ·o be n1mbed. 
Used in decorationa .~nd church needlework. A Latin Cross 
may have a nimbus surrounding the Juct1on of its vertical 
and horizontal arms. 
Cross Nowy 
CROSS~ Any form or the cross with a sphere or round 
disc at the juction of its arms is t:ermed Nowy, such as a 
Greek Nowy, Cross Patee No~y, and the like. 
/ 
PASSION CROSS w~ take note that there ls a distinction be-
tween the Latin and Passion Cross. The shape ot the latter 
1s the same as the Latin; with the addition that the limbs 




•Passion Symbols" the p~1nted form ot the cross, while the 
plain Latin Cross can be more generally used &s 1t 1s usua.l.-
ly done to represent t~e whole truths or salvation through 
Christ. 
This is the cross whose ends are cut to po·1nts. It 1s 
also kno~m as the Cross Urdee, and the Gross Champain, some-
times as the cross pointed. It represents the sutter1ng ot 
I I 
our Lord, and had been called by some authorities the Cross 
of Su1'fer1ng. If' pictured as ri.s·ing out of a ehalice, it 
represents our Lord's agony in the Garden of Gethsemane. It 
may be used as a symbol of Maundy Thursday or Good Friday. 
There are four other names by which it is etten called. They 
are: Urdee Cross, Champa.in Cross, Pointed Elrosa ''and Cross ot 
Suffering. 
' The Cross Patee 
THE CROSS PATEE One of' the most beautiful and most widely --........ ------
used t'orms ot the decora.t.ive cross. Its tour arms curve ou1r-
ward, and 1 ta out·er edges a.re straight. Many var1at1o.ns ot 
t~e cross exis-t. It each outer edge is pointed, 1t is a Croes 
Patee F1 tohed throughout. It the out·er edges curve outward, 
it 1s· a Cross Patee Convex. It they curve inward it is the 
Cross Patee Concave. It scalloped 1t is the Cross Patee 
Inveoted. It designed within a circle, ~t 1a the Cross Patee 
= 
,'l'J 
Alisee, etc. If the design is large, the Oross Patee ought 
to be shown 1n outline only. A very tine design 1s obtained 
by combining the Oross Patee with the Cross Q.uadrate. Th1s 
is kn~wn as the Cross Patee Quad.rate. There are many other 
auoh beautiful dea1gns which oan be tormed by comb~ning other 
crosses with the Cross Patee. 




CROSS PATERNOSTER A cross composed of a number of ci~cular 
discs, so called because of a fancied resemblance to strings 
of beads. Symbolical of prayer. 
Cross Patonce 
CROSS PATONOE Its arms terminate, like those of the Cross 
Fleur1e, in three members. They a_re not straight but curved, 
and are spread. In the opinion of many the Cross Paton-ce is 
the most beautiful variety ot the symbol~ and when of~ small 
size it may Justly be considered so; but when large its pro-
portions make it too heavy and unsatisfactory. This eroas 
1e found 1n both the Greek and Let1n types; the Greek, how-
ever, 1s the most pleasing, and should be generally adopted 
-
1n preference to the Lat~n torm. 
Oro~s· Per Pale. Oounter-0:harg~a · 
CROSS PER PALE OOUNTE·RCHARGED A cross some-_t1·mes seen in ---- . . 
armorial decorat1on·s· and. ooat:s-...of-a.rms~ It 1s divided ver-
tically by a line, and the two halves of the cross dit'fer 
1n color. 'l1h1s cross too may b.e of e1the?_- Latin o.f- Gre·elt 
design. 
Oross Pierce·d 
CROSS PIJ::RCED A cro·ss with a circular hole at the inter-
section of the arms.. Any type of the cross might be used 
for this symbol. 
Cross ·Qu-adrate 
OROS5 QUADRATE A eross with a square at the 1,ntersect1on 




CROSS QUARTER-PIERCED A cro.ss similar to the C~oss Quarterly 
Pierced, except that the . square hole is much smaller. 
Cross Quarterly-Pierced 
CROSS ~UARTERLY PIERCED A cross with a square hole the tull 
width of the arms, at the intersection of its arms. 
Cross Pommee 
CROSS POMMEE A cross with the arms ending in single knobs. 
This cross is seldom used in ornamen~al art, being ch1etl7 
confined to heraldry. 
• 
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Oro ss Pommet tee 
CROSS FO~ll'1ETTEE Oross very similar to the Cross Pom.~ee. 
Some authorities say that the arms may end wi-t;h one knob 
or ball, others say that either two or three knobs- may be 
used. We include an illustration or the last named form. 
Cross Portate 
CROSS PORTATE A cross inclined dexter, so called because 
it suggests the cross carried on the back of our Lord on 
the way to Calvary. Its use is somewhat doubtful, for cor-
rect symbolism decrees that a cross must never be shown 




CROSS POTENT Four 'l'au Crosses whose lower ends meet. Called 
'17 
Cross Potent because ot 1ts reeemblence to an ancient crutch. 
A very tine form, and symbolical ot the Savior's power to 
heal the diseases ot men's bodies and souls. Frequentl1 it 
is called the Jerusa.le·m Cross. 
Oro ss Ragulee 
CROSS RAGULEE A cross with protrusions on its tour al"IDS, 
said to suggest the knots and lopped-ott branches ot the 
tree. A knotted cross. 
Cross Rebated 
CROSS REBATED A cross or extremely ancient origin, each 
arm or which is bent at right angles. It 1s believed by 
some to have symbolized the tour. cardinal points ot the 
compass. This form of cross was known to many non-Christ-
ian ·races. Probably a mQre familiar name tor it is the 
Swastika which became Hitler's symbol, and also it at times 
is called the Fy.ltot Cross. 
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Croes Reoercelee 
CROSS RECERCELEE Similar to the cross Moline except that 
the curving ends are rounded instead ot pointed. 
Saltire Cross 
5ALTIRE CROSS When Saint Andrew was condemaed to die the 
awful death of crucifixion~ he neglected to pray ror lite, 
requested to be nailed to a cross ot a ditterent torm from 
that upon which Christ suffered, 1n true humility believing 
himself, even 1.n his martyrdom,. unwo-rthy' to approa~ the 
likeness of the Redeemer' a cruc1f1x19n. Thus. the Cross·, 
which bears Saint Andrew's name has become the emblem ot 
hum111 ty in s·uf:fering. It is generally plain, but 1:f in.tend-
ed more part1oularly to express suttering its members may be 
pointed as those ot the Latin Cross. 
The cross is compose~ Ot two arms ot equal length, cros-
sed like the letter, .X , Saint Andrew the apostle is be-
lieved to have died on thls type ot cross, preaching Joyousl.J 
tor a number ot· hours to the people around him of the Savior 
· ot niankind. 
'19 
'l'h1s cross is used to symbolize the beglnn1ng and end 
of the Christia~ Oh~rch Year, which is governed by . the 
Sunday nearest Saint Andrew•a Day • . It 1a likewise the 
symbol of martyrdom and humility. It is at the same time 
the national cross of Scotland. If it is colored red it is 
knowii as the St. Patrick's Cross. Othe~ names are Saint 
Andrew' a Cross, Crux decussat§,. Saint Alba.n's Croes~ and 
Sootti sh Cl"oss. 
Saint. Chad' a C·ross 
SAINT CHAD'S CROSS The .Cross Potent Q,uadrate. This cross 
may easily become· too mass1ve; the designer must keep the 
members slim and more delicate. 
Saint ·George ' ·s Oros-s 
S&INT GEORGE'S CROSS A plain red cross or an1 type on a 
white field. Thts is the cross ot England. 
• 
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Saint James• Cro.ss 
SAIN:T JAUES' GROSS A oroes whose upper arm ends · with a 
heart-like ornament, whose .horizontal arms terminate 
t'leur-y, and whose lower arm is shaped 11lte a s.worcl. Cross 
of ·the Knights of Sa.int Iago, .µid Spanish Cross are two 
other names fo-r the same cross. 
Saint Julian's 01.'oss 
SAINT JULIAN'S. CROSS Croes Crossiet Saltire. 
y 
Saint P-atr.1ck1 s Gros-s 
., 
SAINT PATRICK'S CROS~ The oross_ Salt1re; red in color. Some-
times .also the- c:eltic Cross.. 4t times it is called the 
Cross of Irelartd., for the ;reason that ~aint Patrick is the 
patron sai·nt ot that n·at1on • 
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·saint Peter's Cross 
8/~INT PETER'S OROSS A Latin Cross with the head downward• 
so shown because of .the traditional death or the Apestle 
Peter. who was cruc1.f'1ed head downward. 
S1xt.een-Po1nted Cross 
SIXTEEN-POINTED CROSS A cross whose tour ends each termin-
ate in tour points. resembling the teeth of a saw. 
Tau Cross 
TAU CROSS The Tau cross antidates all others. This 1s said 
to be the Cross ot the Old Testament, and as such 1s termed 
1 the anticipatory. or type cross.• Among the Egyptians this 
torm ot the cross was used to represent lite, and 1t 1s sup- · 
posed · that. this is the sign that was made by the Israelites 
on the liatel. in acoordanoe with God's command. to aaTe 
• 
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the1r first-born from destruction. It is also stated re-
garding the Tau Cross, that it is probable, when the serpent 
. . 
was placed before the Israelites to look upon, and be oaved, 
that it was upon such a crosa that 1t was elevated to their 
view. This Tau Cross takes its name from the Greek letter 
Tau \·rhich it so closely resembles. 
In Roman times it was called the cr.ux comm1saa. It 1a - ........................... 
merely the La.tin Oross minus the upper arm. In much Ollri.st-
ian painting the two thtceves are shown hangi'ng upon this 
type of croas. 8aint Anthony and. Sa-int Matt.hew are both 
sa.1cl to have died upon such a cross, and it is used as symbols 
of these two martyrs. 
The Tau Cross 1s the oroes or prophecy, and the upl1tt-
1ng ·ot the serpent of Moaes 1s a type or our Lord Jesus 
Christ. Therefore, this cross 1s used upon the violet altar 
and pu~pit hangings for the Advent season. As said it 1s 
one of the very oldest forms of the cross. 
Other de-s1gnat1ons for the same eross are: Old Testa-
ment Cross, Anticipatory Cross, Oommissee Cross, Egyp~1an 
Crose, Advent Cross, a.nd s·aint Anthony's .Cross. 
O-ross and Thorny Crown 
.CROSS AND THORNY CROWN A ve-ry slender Latin Cross about . -
Which is twined a crown of thorns. A Passion symbol. Very 
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appropriate for the altar and puppit vestments on Good 
Friday. 
- - ... +--
!riparteit Cross 
TRI PA.~TED CROSS A cross with three vertical and three 
hori zonts.l limbs, all of equal length, and three arranged 
vertically and three hori zontally 1n such a manner that 
t heir intersections resemble basket-weaving. 
Croes T1 .. 1pa.r~·ea. Fleuree 
CROSS TRIPARTED FLEUR.EE A cross of three parallel verti-
cal members and three parallel horizontal ones, and with 
all ends terminating in l eaf-like ornaments suggesting the 
tleur-de-lyG 11 
Oross of Triumph 
C.ROSS Ole, TRIUIU>H A small Latin Oross resting upon a banded - -----
globe. I~ typifies the triumph or the Gospel throughout the 
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entire world. A small orb is often placed under the orose 
on a church sp!re to denote the same f~ot. The sceptre held 
by the Ss.vior· when pictured in His Kingly office, is sur-
mounted with the cross e.na. orb. In Ohr1s-t1an painting the 
Lord i s often pictured holding the cross and orb in h!a 
left hand. !t i s a symbol of the glorified Lord, and must 
never be us ed tn pictures referring to the state ot hu.m111a.-
tion. One may also d1ac-0ver it designated as the Victor 
Cross , Conquest Cross, Cross and Orb, and Mound Oro.es. 





CROSS TRONONNEE Any cross out in five or more parts; ea that 
1:Jhe field shows betwee·n the pa rts. Ce.re must naturally b.e 
t aken not to separate the sections too far er -an 1mpress1on 
of dlsuni t _y is given. Books also call it the Dismembered 
Oross. 
Qross Vair 
CROSS VAIR A cross composed 'f:Jt ·.~tour t1gures, each resemb-
. -
ling rough:).y a bell. It derives 1te name t~om the heral.d1o 





QRosa VOIDI!I). A~y ·c~oea, shown in eutl1ne only, so that 
the color of the field or background shol'te through it, is 
call ed a cross voided. 
Cross Wavr 
CROSS~ An heraldic charge, occasionally used in church 
decoration. Ite arms are of slightly 1,Uldulating character, 
l ike convent1one.117.ed waves of the sea. 
Cross ·Wreathed 
.§Ro.as. ·wREATHED A cross about wh1ch 1a entwined . a wreath 
or le.aves, such as. laurel, en,rees, bay, or oak. A symbol 
or v1otory , . 1f of le.urel. If of cypress 1 t 1s a symbol ot 
the hope of immortality. If of ·oak, it denotes the idea ot 
strength. If ·ot bay leaves, death. 
8 ,3 
Moat variations of the Cross or1g1nated in the tert1le 
1mag1na~1ons of the me~·iaevai heralds;3 · others oam~ «1rect-
ly through the church. As previously ment~oned, th1s 1s 
bu~ a partial colleotion ot 1ll.~stre.t1ons or the cros-see i 
there are many more. This~ hm1ev_e?", will serve as a cross-
aeotion and guide in 1 ~a s.titd.y, for ·they are the ~ore coDJ-
mon types. The8e symbols then are the expression of Christ-
ian f aith and life and have been held in reverence by the 
Christiana throughout the ages. 
3wm. ·:seymour, Cross 1n 'l'rad1 t1on, H1·stor,::, snd A!:1 
{New York: G. P. Putnam·• s Sons., 1898), p.173. 
CHAPTER IV 
THE USB OF THE cnoss I N' LITURGICS 
As was set forth in the first chapter, on the history of 
t he cro·sa, thi s symbol was an i mportant and reassuring sign 
f or the Christian; there fore, it was placed i nto formal use 
in tha churcho The ways in which it aods to the service wor-
s h i p are ma n} o It is almost i n.possible to attend a Christ-
inn church serv ice wit-hont the a t tention beinc broueht to 
the au~fer1ng and death· of Chris t by the symbol of the cross. 
The use of the cross ~ar'ie:s with the church denomination and 
individual congregation. The highly liturgical churches 
make greater use of tbi~f ·symbol both in art and manual sign-
ing. There can ba no· doubt of the tact that the_ cross 
greatly beautifies the service and leads th& thoughts to be 
centered in the atoni!1B: .cross of Christ. The thesis now 
sets out to show the ways in which the cross is. used in .-
liturgics. These ways are many and varied. 
The home ot·· the cross was naturally the church. 'J: he 
cruciform chur.och edifice has been known from a very early 
period. It is difficult to decide whether the plan was at 
first consciously adopted out of reverence tor the symbol 
ot Christ, or whether it was naturally a modification of 
the old Roman basilica. There are remains or churches from 





,-1'1.ethelwold, a monk of the .. n1onaatery of' Ste:·· l"eter on the 
. '· 
east coast of Bernic1a who wrote about the year 810. mentions 
not only a square but ·a · cruciform church. the first of that 
form noticod in our annaJ.s 0 l 
In our duy ths cruciform church plan is vary popular; 
e specia lly, among the more elaborate churches 0 This is not 
only beautiful in desisn; but proves to be practical and 
above ~11 extreme).~ s ~1rnbolicalo The hichest part of the 
church edifd.ce v,as and 1s often crowned w1 th the sr,ire or 
g o.hle cros s . 
The e urliest cross p l v.ced upon the m.mlrnit of a - sp+re 
wa ~ about 568 Ao Do2 The positions which are authorized as 
proper fo r the spire or ·p innacle cross., are the ea.st end of 
the chancel, ef~st end of the nave, be~l gable, ana transepts. 
The varieties of spire crosses are almost countless, from the 
si~ple Latin cross to the florid. Some of the most beautiful 
examples are to be f6und in Spain. 
Spire crosses are made of metal bars, v1rought in open 
work us.ually, they offer the lea st obstruction to the wind, 
and yet produce a rich effecto ln moat cases the cross 
1s placed upon s. g love for .symbolic re-asons. 1.tany are 
surmounted by a weathercock, to remind the Christian of the 
lw1111nm o. Stevena, The Cross In the Life and Litera-
ture ~ the An{alo-Sa.xons (New York: Henry Holt and Companl· • 
1904), p~3.. . . ,. 
-~Ralph Haydn, D1ct1onar~ !!f. Dates (New York: E. P. 
Dultgn and Co., ~928), P• 39• ...... 
.,··.~~~·· .:f'a1l of Saint .Peter., and of the vrn.tchfulnesa wl th which the 
. . .~=.:. . • ,- .. -
'·' 
•• 
1Cbristian ~hou. l d ever behold his Lord. This feature was -· 
added about the year 1526. 
Except for the cross: ei'oeted by Colonel Fremont on one 
of t he highest peaks o~· the Roc~·:y Mountains, probahli the . 
most eleva ted position t-o 1.'Jh 1eh this s acred symbol has been 
raised is upon the tops of ~ome of the mountains of the 
Levant, whlch are studde6 with conventso On the level ground 
the hiGhest a r e those on the dome of st. reter•s, P.ome, or 
on the , s pires of Strassbur g and Cologne, v,hich are five 
huntred feet in hei6ht.3 
In the .Eb:atern Church the spire crosses differ greatly 
from those of the Latin Chur cho In Russ1a the arms a re 
dup l l ca ted ., lilrn the pointere und.er the weather vanes in 
this co~mt.r y, i ndicating tho four points of the compass.4 
O:rten the Saltira or Sto .Andrew's cross is used. 
The cross which crowns the spire at the intersection 
of the transepts and nave is c ~lled the rood-spire cross. 
Frora very early times it seems to ha,:re been the custom 
to 1nti~odu ce a plain cross into the mosaics of t·he apse or 
the rn~in urch l n such a way ~}Jat it dominated the whole 
church. There are also many examples both of crosses sur-
~Jilliam Seymour, ~ Cross ~ Tradi t1on1 Histery !ill! 
Art (New York: G. P. Putnam's Sons, 1898), P• 263. -
4R. N~ale, Histori ££_ Eastern Church (Cleveland: 
Helman Taylor Co., 190 )., P• 221 • 
. .. 
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mounting the c1bor1um over the .altar, and or the large crosses 
auspEmdeda v,i th or without a corona, from the under side or 
, . · the ciboriumo I.t 1s howev,er doubtful whether the ?'"00·4, which 
. t ~ • • 
'· ... .. 
!':-._~ · . . 
in S-0 many churches duri~ef the . foµrteenth and fifte~~th C8n• 
. ... .. ·-· . 
• > -:.. . . 
turi e s occupied the grea:·t ' arch, can be regarded as · a develop-
ment of this idea. 
It. is interesting· t q_· :not~ that in the th1rteent~ century 
a pract1ca grew up of s~re~n1ng off the choir hQm the;, n'ilve ot 
:·:· .. . . . .. 
the greater churches. by a structure broad enough to a~t a 
narrow bridge or ga.ll~r y ·s:p.anning ·the oha~eel arch' and most 
commonly adorned by~ great cross. There 1s no doubt that 
.. 
. this loft was used on ce.rt.ain occasions for reading the 
Epistle and Goapel-.. ahd ror making announcements to the . people. 
. . 
The great rood above the rood-screen W$S saluted by the whole 
procession, e ~ tney ent ereo · tne Cburch on Palm Sunday.5 
Today al.so the Rood, Rood-Screen. and Rood~loft are 
to be found in scattered examples among churches of .America 
and Europe. yet they have lost their great importance and 
reverence. They now have become, in most cases. mere dacor-
atione and symbols. 
The most widely known use or the cross 1n liturgics is 
as an altar decoration where it became the focal point or the 
altar. As a permanent fi.x~ure to the altar, the'crc,sa or 
crucif!Jt can h~rdly be trac6d farther back than the thir-
5Herbert .Thurston, The . Catholic EnQycloped1a {New York: 
Robert Ap.pleton .. Compa~y.,.l'.'908 )., . IV, 534-5,5• · 
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teenth cen tul"Y.. The third canon of 'the Second Connell of 
Tours:, which h t-1s aometimes been a i::pealed to to prove the 
early existenc e of nn ultar ~crosa, almost certai nl~ refers 
to the arrnngement of the particles of the Host upon t he 
corporal.. Th ey ·we r e t o be arra nged in the f orm of' a cross 
a n d not a ccording to a n~· fanciful idea of the celebrant O 6 
On t he other hand, Innocent III -at tbe beginnins of · 
the thirt e enth ce nturt in his treatixe on the ?.1ass says 
plainly , " Across i s s e t -u p.on the altar, in the aidd le be-
twe e n t h e t wo c und l e s tlcks, n but.:; e ven· this probably refers 
on J:y to the a c t ual c'h1ra t i nn of the Holy Sacrament. · 
From t he n i n t h to t he e lev"',nth centuries the rule wa s 
severa l times repe uted: "Let nothing. ·be placed on t he altar 
except a che st with r e l i e r. of saints or pe.rhaps the f our 
Gospe l s or a pyx VT :tt h the Lord's Bod;,' for the viaticw, of 
the s l ck.7 This no doubt was unders tood to exclude even 
. t he crucifix from the altar, ancl it is certain that i n 
vnrious l i tur\ ;i c a l 1 vary carving s of the: eighth, ninth, and 
ten t h centurie s no .c.ros1r- is shov!IJ.. 
At t he same time it shon ld b e noted that the cH;orilll!l 
-i.rn.s often s u r mounted by a p la :i.n cross, and also that the 
coronae, or ornamenta l circular frame s which were suspend-
ed from the im1e1• side of tha ciborium, frequently had a 
6Vlilli.a m Hefele, Co,icilienge_schi chte (London: Oxford 
Press, 1~75), p. 101. 
. ..~Albert T~iers,' _Sur ies J.#rincipanx Antels ~· Eglises 
(Oxford: - Clarendon .t·ress, 1930), p. 129. 
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cross hanging down i n their midst. Some or these coronae 
are explicitly referred to in the "Liber Pont1t1cal1s n dur--
1Rg the ninth century. fhe papal chronicle just referred to 
also mentions. a silver cross which was erected not over. 
but clone be sidej the hi gh altar of St. Peter's 1n the time 
of Leo I II (785-816). 
It is probable that when the cross was first introduc-
ed a ~ an ornament £or the altar it was most commonly plain 
and without any figure of our Savior.a But the· association 
of the figure of Christ with the cross was familiar- in Eng-
l and a s ear l y as 678 when Benedict Biscop brought a paint-
ing of the Crucifixi on f'rom Rome. and we hardl.7 doubt .but 
that the people capable of producing ~UCh great .. B·Clllptural 
work a s the s tone crosse s at Ruthwell anc:1 Bewcastle would 
soon have a ttempted the same subject in the solid. We know 
at any rate that a gold crucifix was found in the tomb of 
Edward the Confessor ·and a crucifix is mentioned in one 
of tho later lives of st. Dunstano 'J.'bat such obJ_ects 
wera sometimes used for the altar seems highly probable. 
Still~ Innocent III speaks only of a cross. and it is 
certain that for several centuries later neither cross nor 
crucifix ,·:ere left upon the altar except at Mass time. 
I 
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Even so late as the be51nn1ng of the sixteenth century on 
· .- engrav;ng in the Ginnta "Corpus Juris" shows the altar-cross 
being ca r i eo in at high Ma~s by the celehrunt 0 At present 
the "Caer~moni ~le Episccporum" assume r:: the permanency of the 
crucifix on the altaro9 : 
In the Lutheran Church the altar cross or crucifix is 
placed upon the t hrone of the altar. Whsre no throne 1a 
provided 9 it . is placed upon the cent~r :of the retable 0 
Bi ther a cr ,.z ci f .ix., tha t 1s a cros~ bearing the r;gure of 
the cr ucified L<:>rd 9 or a simple croas (unfortunately , and 
wrong l -y :> sometimes Sj)oken of es tbe "empt:; croaa 1") 1s 
propero The crucifix 1s symbolic of the fact of our Lord's 
sacrifice f or man and his redemption; the simple cross 
symbolizes His complete ·victory -- the Risen and Everliving 
LordolO The fina l choice of the use of either ~ies J.n tha 
taste of the members of the congrega t ion. This croa~ or 
crucifix i s pl r.ced in such a manner thnt it is the focal-
point of the wr,ole chance.l. Al_l ey'is rest upon it as it 
serves o.s a. reminder of the atoning work of Christ and 
renders assurance to each Christian. 
The simple altar cross gradually develo~ed in design 
and decoration.,. As more decoration came into use, gradually 
the ·body of Chr.ist appeared upon the cross and the crucifix 
became more co~on than the plain cross. 
9T~~ston, 2£• ill_., p·. 53;. 
lOp. Strodach. /\ Manual of Worship (Philadelphia: 
lr~uhlenberg 1'ress, 1°946), p. n. 
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The decree of 692 Ao D. established the crucifi~ as the cen-
tral symbol in the Christian worship and devotion. No other 
s~bol had , or ever bas obtained such importance to necessi-
tate · discussion in the councils of the Church. There v,as 
much troubl~ connected \'lith its ac ceptance and une; this came 
to a head . in t he Icori0:ci;I;:gs):~·,persecutions which began in 
'726 A. T'. a nd 1~ . . qted u ntil 842 A. D. 11 . 
The s t ories of t he two persecutions are much alike. In 
each cuse t here is a l j_ne of Iconoclast emperors. a pope and 
an orthodox patriarch who oppose them; a great theologian 
who de fends the use of the images; & Synod which rejects 
imugesll a nd another which retains them; and· in es:ch case. 
peac~ a nd the old customs are restored by an empress, Tegent 
for her ~on@ The trcuble began in 726 A. D. Leo III issued 
a decree f orbidding the re verence paid to ikons, or images. 
This decree was part of o. general reformation of church and 
state o Leo's idea was to purify the _church ( in ·which image-
worship had certainly been carried to such excess to p1--Qvoke 
not only the Moslema and Jews, but also a part within· itself), 
to centralize it under . the Patriarch of Constantinople, and 
thereb~ to strengthen .the poV1er of the state. V/hen the 
soldiers carried out the emperor's orders to destroy all 
images in churche~, distuz•ban~es took place thr0\16hout the 
empire. In 729 A. ·~. the Patriarch Gerruanus pretested agai,nst 
the edict. 
llKatherine Aennedy, The Crucifix (Milwaukee, Wisconsin: 
A. R, Mowbray and Co.), p.~. 
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He was deposed by Leo~ and replaced by Anastasius. who was 
an adherent of the government and a tool of the empsror. 
Meanw~ile the emperor had written to Pope Gregory II 
commanding him also to destroy the images and summon a Oen-
oral Council to forbid thsir use. The pope rejected the 
emperor• s demands. 1~ long correspondence followed. which 
v1sis continued after ths pope's de.a th 1n 731 A. 1?• by his 
successor 3 Gregory III. The new pope called a Synod ot. 
ninety-three bishops at liome, which decreed that:. "Any 
df?stroyer., pr o.faner. and blasphemer against the veneration 
of' the holy i magec should be excluded from the Body and ·Blood 
of Jesus Christ., and fron1 all unity and fabric of the Churchn.12 
In the East persecutions were very severe .• · Monasteries,• 
the strongholds of image worship, were destroyed, and the 
monk s t;m:-tu't'ed3 put to death., or expelled. Leo .III was sue,• 
ceedad by his son Constantine v, an even riercer Iconoclast 
thQn his father. Constantine at one had to face a rebellion, 
headed by his brother-in-law~ Artasbasdus, who gained 
possession of' Constantinople, ordered the restoration of' 
the images, and had himself crowned emperor by A~astasius, who 
now found it convenient to change his views, and excommun1~ · 
cated Constantine aa a heretic. But Constantine soon re-
took the city, blinded Artssbasdus and Anastas1us. and had . 
the latter f1ogged and d~1ven through the streets. He was 
12Ib1d., PP• 28-29. 
I 
then forced to r eturn to hi s iconoclasm, and was finally 
reinsta ted as pat riarch; be then carried out a fierce re-
venge on all r ebels nn~ venerators of 1moges. 
I n 75L~ Ao Do Cons t antine smr,moned a Synod at Constan-
t :lnopl e ., whi ch wa s at tended by r,.ore than three hundred binhops, 
v,ho rea l izec: t hs t t he~; hnc~ ueen ca lled there to carr~ oi..~t: 
t he emperor's wishe s, and the) pas sed a decree against the 
use of e ve ry image · or Chr l st , 1.fary, or u.ny sainto Rut no 
mat t er wbat the bi s hop s decr _eed, the· monks and people still 
venera ted i mages and were strengthened by the teachin~ of 
St. John of Damascus ll t,he gre ates t theologian of t~e age, 
who, safe from ths power of the emperor in a monaster_y at 
Mar Saba , wrote his apolou i es against Iconoclasts.13 
St o J oh n of l,amascus d ied in 754 A. D., and so did Pat-
ria rch .l\nas to.s ius ·. The S7inod selected ns successo1? to -the 
patriarcha t e Constantine., Bishop of Sylaeum, who· was an 
Iconoclast 0 He , howe ver, wa s beheaded bJ the emperor in 
766 A. D. H1s successor wa s ~ icetas I, who cooperated with 
the empe:ror 0 In 7,'{5 Leo l "I,_· came to the throne. Although he 
did no t r epe a l the icon~c last decrees, h~ was at first mild 
and t oleran t i n enforcin[; them • . In 780 A. D. he died and his 
wife~ Ir~ne, who had remained steadfast to the other side, 
b ~1 came l"eg ent f or the i r nine-year-old son, Constantine IV• 
Nicetas f,llso died in 1780 A. D. and v:as replaced by Paul IV, 
l3~., Po 31. 
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a h~J.f-heart ea I conoclast, who, ,after four years, retired 
in f avor of Tur as ius, a strong opponent to. the Iconoclasts. 
Irene had a lre ady r estor~d the pictures, relics , and other 
i moge s t o the chur ch s ~;,· a nd only fe ar of the Army kept her 
f rcm repea l i ng the 1conocl~ ~tic l aws. She and Tarasius to-
get her e: r runged for the . meetinb of a great Synod, which wa·s 
to c h~ nge the vi or1{ of the Synod o f' 754 I' •• D. The s ~cond 
Council of iilcea met at Cons tantinople in 786 Ao D. Thi~ 
mee t in6 was dis persed by i conoclas t t r oops, who were there-
fore di~ba nded b-y t he empres n., and in the followinc year it 
was re-ussembled at N' i cea 0 lh 
This council d e nie.c:{ the claim of the Synod of 754 Ao D. 
to be a eeneral Counc:l. l of the Church, becauae four of the 
patr iarchs had been absent from ito It then orderea that 
.ima6es we re to rec~ive r everence but not adoration. 
One r:1 .... ght t hink t ha.t a fter a decree like tha t there 
wou l d be no l oophole lef t f or the iconoclastso nut a ~roup 
of the i conoclas t party remained in the army, and e.fter 
t wenty - seve n :, e a rs t h e porsecution was very similar to the 
first .. I t need not be fol l owed in detail. The eriperors · 
Leo III, Gonstantine "• nnd Leo I V were :replaced by Leo V, 
. -~. 
Michael II, a nd Theophilus. Pope Paschal I' pla~,ed the part 
or Gregor~T I I. the l 1atriiirch ?Li cephorus of Germanus l.o The 
14se~mour, -2£• £!!•• p. 232. 
wor.k of Sto John or. Damascus is cQntinued by st. Theodora or 
the Stud:lurn. st. Theodora wrote. argued• and encouraged con-
tinually, even during a long period of .ban~shment. But he died 
in 829 Ao D. 0 and the atruggle did not end until 842 A. D. 
when Theophilus died and his widow Theodora became re-
gen~ for their zono She recalled the exiles. and repealed 
the iconoclast decrees o Also in the Western Churc~ :there 
.,er e outbui"'ats of i conoclaom, and for a time the Second _ 
Council of Micee. was rejected by th& FrankeJ but gradually 
its decr-een were accepted throughout Viestern Christendom, 
and by the close. of the ninth cer1tury the last of the great 
perse ctttions was at an end. 
The decislon of the Second Council of Nicea. concerning 
"the s~;cred e.nd life-giving c-ross" v shovrs. very clearly v,ith 
what authority the c1,oss ·and crucifix could no,, be .accepted 
by Christians; s.nd it is probably due to the destruction 
of ikons and i mages of all kinds during the yenrs of pe-r• 
secution tha t so few ·crucifixes o~ the earliest type have 
survived.15 
In s.11 the crt.1cifixes preserved from this time Christ 
ia ~abed in the colobium• a long straight garment w.ith .a 
girdle, reaching to the feet. He stands on the Suppedaneum, 
or footstool, .with the crowned head erect. the eyes open, 
15 . 
Kennedy, .2l?:• .ill•, .P• ;5. · 
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and the arms extended. The feet a~e not nailed. Otten 
the right foot rests in a chalice~- a reminder or the 
Sacrifice of' the Lamb. Neither sorrow. su!'!'er1ng, nor 
death is . sugGested by this triumphant symbol: '.'Christ is 
. . 
reigning f'rom the Tree". 
Until the eleventh century -the Christ was invariabl.1 
shown upon the cross alive • . On the Cornish crosses the 
.f'o1 .. m of the Savior is alone··; . and th~re is no elaborate de-
coration# perhaps on accqunt of the hardness of the Cor-
nish gr.anite.16 In Ireland the single figure is some-
times .found11 but more oft&n is accompanied by the Blessed 
Virgin and Saint John# so~atimes with the soldiers and 
S1>metlmes with angels -- this 1e probably the first step 
in the direction of realism. 
The saxona me.de fev, attempts a,t beauty for its own 
sake. Rnd _ ~heir repreoentations are more realistic and iese 
symbolical. They replace the angels ·by the sU;n and moon-; 
and Christ $.s not clothe.d in a tunic., but . in a waist-
cloth or kind o.f' kilt. He is represented as being aliw. 
Saxons and Celts alike accompany . the cruc.ifix very fi'e-
quently with tow soldiers, though sometimes with Longinus 
alone, probably on account of the popularity or the le-
gend which tells t ·hat he~ being blind• and piercing the 
side of our Savior by accident. was b7 the precious .blood 
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rastorQd to sight. The Virgin and Saint John a~e not gener-
ally represented until elater date. 
Fran the eleventh century on reaU,.sm :tn connection with 
the erucifL~ became more and more prevalent. · One particular 
ch.ange did take place about th1o time, first on the contin-
ent and then 1n England. The feet of the Savior~ instead of 
being nailed to the cro~s $1da by side were now frequently 
plJlced one above the other so that one nail should pierce · 
l;>oth · f'ee t .17 
It may seem to u s today that such nn ins1gn1f·icant 
change might easily come without any special reason -- maybe 
by the i rr.agination of an artist, or some fashion might ac-
count for it. Eut in the M1ddl$ Ages, no change n of f'ash-
1011 were allowed i n depicting religious subjects. For ex-
ample[) the· veatment-s of the ·priests in sixth eontury mosaic 
al"S almost identical with those sh01:n1 in the fourteenth and 
fifteenth c~nturiea. Not only did the .Church lay down cer-
. . 
·tain rules which had to be followed in every detail or sym-
bolism .. bu·i; her c-raftsman were members of guilds, and a _ 
s~ig~t exerciaing o~ or1~1nal1ty ~ould have been a breaking 
of the laws by which such craftsmen were bound. With au~ 
a stat~ or affairs~ which existed in the tenth and ele,renth 
centuries .. no mere imagim~t.ion of an artist or two would ac-
count for n change in so central an object of devotion as 
the cruc1!'1x. 
::: .. -.... · 
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One m.l'th.ori ty g1 ,,-as as h1s. opinion that the taot of 
the Orthodo?-: Church uslng four nails 1n its crucifixes was 
su.f.ficls~t reason ·to account for the Roman Church using three. 
But thin doesn't saen1 reasonable., for the ·change was not made 
18 
until long afte1~. the schism of' the two. Four nails were-
accountad rm.~ :i.n the em"'lY stories. As two are still preser-
ved at Treves anc1 Milans 11nd the fourth was thrown ovarboard 
by the Em.press Helena to still a B~orm in the Adriatic Sea 
during hei~ homeward trlp from Palestine. As said this 1.s 
purely legendary. 
The earliest known crucifi.x with three· nails instead of 
four is a copp€)r one- proba.bly of Byzantine workmanship, 
dating f 1•om the end of the ·twelfth century. At this time the 
Byzantine gyp sies had a monopoly on metal work. Therefore 
the re ere good grounds for ba1ieving that this crucifix was 
made by a gypsy0 and t he use of only three nails was. h~s 
witneBs to the truth. o f the gypsy legend that there ware but 
three n~i1s used in nailing Christ to the cross. As time · 
-went on the three na.tl the.ory gradunlly established itself. 
The old 1dea that it wa.s 1r·rsverent to represent our 
Lord es deadp even upon the cross- persisted until the 
twelfth or thirteenth century. From the thirteenth and 
fourteenth centuries r.nd foll.o,,ing the suffering crucifix 
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prevailedo In this ~ubject of the crucifix 1t 1s 1mposs1ble 
to establish definite datea 9 for the length of pariods during 
v,h1ch ,,arious t ypes persisted di ffer ver-y much' in different 
neighborhoods, accorei~g to the ternpsrament of the people, 
the number of skilled artists 9 and the &ccessihility of the 
place.. At Ke lston in Scmersetshire, :F;nglnnd 9 for _e·xar.iple, we 
find a crucifix of' the eleventh century or earlier on a stone 
lo t lnto the j amb of the door of the churcho The feet are 
tuTned in, crossedv and held by a single nail as in the 
t hi rteenth ... cent ,_ir;y crucifixes., The probable explanation is 
tha t Glastonbury brought many pilgrims into ~omersetshire. 
Change£ in any religious emblems or s·ymbols might thus - appear 
there very early.,19 
Th13 leads dirsotly to the time of the Reformation. . 
church and churchyard, town and village, by lonely wayside 
and in crowded markets:, the crucifix was set "not only to 
draw men to do public homage to the religion of Christ, but 
to e.xc!te. in them a due regard for all justice and ·equity 
which l t is essentia l Hie followers 'shoitld practice in the 
daily _transactions of life." 
In 
An almost inevitable re.sult of the widespread devotion 
of the cruc1r1.x was the develppment of such mechanical de-
vices as the famous Boxley Rood, shown at the Abbey of Boxley, 
near ~a1dat·one~ E.p.g;t.anp.; 1fh1ch,.:was .f1t~~d ,r1th •_ pu;tl~ya __ an~ 
l9Ib1d. PP• 50-510 
. .:. : 
and other devices whereby the limbs and eyes could be made 
to move. The Bishop of Rochester preached a stirring de-
nouncement of the Rood, and it was carried off and p~bl1ely 
burned in the churchyard of st. Paul's. The Rood was con-
sidered sacrilegious in the eyes of many, for many abuses 
could have arisen through its wrong use. 
The crucifix became so popular in this era tor at that.t 
time the books and pictures were out of the reach or the 
masses; it was the chuz:-(}he·s' most efficient means -or instruc-
ting the laity in the facts _of man's redemption. In these 
days when. the land was ·spotted w'i th the crucit~ it. was 
almost impossible to ignore the tact of the cru~it1x1on. 
People of all kinds are· still taught most conv1nc;!ngly 
through the eyes., _and we may surely believe that the more a 
visible symbol of Christ was lifted up before the people the 
more they were drawn to .Him.21 
Also in our day the- ·crucifix plays an important role. · 
It should at all times be presented in a stately and digni-
fied form. Throughout 1 t ·s bis-tory the times of sorrow and. 
persecution have aimed at. concealing the pain of the passion. 
and venerated a more tri~phant symbol. This was no doubt 
done so that the peop~e c·9uld forget the sufferings- o~ tbair 
· ··- ·, time in looking f'orward to the glory which should ·later be 
.theirs. In the daya ~f" :·.l~y and wealth people ~o~ld look 
: ~ : 
. . ··· .. · · ... 
21 6 Ibid •. , p. 3. 
... •• -.. ~, : .. 
.. .... . . ... .. ;-
. ;._.\::.; ·: 
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unmoved on the agonizing replicas of Christ's horrible death: 
their s~nsea were so dulled by comfort and soft living that 
the finer shades of t.he cruc1f1x'e message hardly touched 
them- and the horror of the sp~ctacle ~as all they could . 
app~ec1ate. Therefore the most painful ~ype ot the cruciftx 
comes from· easy~go1ng Spain. Each type _or crucifix has its 
own lesson, or rather emphasizes a particular phase of one 
great lessono Because of that tact the world wou1d be poor-
er if any type of the crucifix were allowed to disappear. 
One appeals t~ this person while miother an altogether dit-
rerent type» may appea·l to someone else. 
The most beautiful crucifixes of the pres.ant .. day ar.-e 
those made at Oberammargau·~ a village which presents the 
Passion of Christ. The villagers who take· part in the Paa-
sion Pla~ 4do not learn their parts and make hasty prepara-
tions ror a rew weeks or ev~n months beforehand. The play· 
is consecrated labour or their lives. and the making or 
crucifixes is e. natur·al extension of it • . Thus their cruci-
fixes are reverent and are another means or telling the , 
story of the Passion._ as is the Gospel 1tselt.22 
In close connection w1th the altar cross the cruc1t1x 
it is to be noted that ·the cross spread to be one of the 
most common symbol.a used on the vestme-nts or the clergy. 
nubr1cal law of t~e Roman Church required that most 
of the vestments. as well as some other objects more 1m-
22 l!?!!•JJ P• 75• 
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mediately devoted to the service of the altar. should be 
mal'ked \"lith a cr oss. 'rhis is a comparatively modern develop-
mento · For example ~ the great majority of the stoles and 
mani ple s of the Middle age s do not have thi s feature ., Yet 
there al'e s ome hi s t orians \'rho go too far and say that w1 thout 
qualifications such c r os ses wera not used in pre-Reformation 
times. Thi s i s untrue for the stole of St. Thomas of Canter-
bury pr e served at Sens has three crosses, one in the middle 
and one a t ea ch extremity; just as a modern stole would have.23 
The l arge cr oss seen upon most modern chasubles, which 
appear behind in t he Prench type and in front in the noman 11 
doea net seem to have bee~ originally adopted with any s:ym-
bollc purpose~ It pr obably came into existence accidentally 
for ·sar'torinl rea sons, t he osphreys having been so arr.anged 
in a 8ort of Y-cross to conceal the seams. But after the 
idea was suggested to the eye, it was retained, and various 
symbolical r easons we1'e found for it. In somewhat the. same 
wa:;y a cros s v,as marked i n the Missal before the Canon, and 
·the priest was directed to kiss when beginning this portion 
of the Mass.24 
As far aE the hi storical vestments today are concerned 
we have the cross of the chasuble and the stole is equipped 
with a cross (Greek) in the middle, banging at the back of 
23Thurston, .2£• .£!!•, P• 535. 
24Kennedy 11 .2E.• cl~., P• ;8. 
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the neck, and on some stoles on the twp ends above the 
fringe. 
Crosses also are found in great numbers on the altar 
peraments. For example~ the fair-linen, which lies at all 
times on top of the altar, .and is placed over the season 
ves~ents, must also have five crosses, of splenc11d design, 
perhaps tr~ated ornamentally. They are embroidered in pure . 
white, and not .in colorso One of these crosses is pl ,ced 
in the exa·ct center and four other Greek cros~es, somewhat 
} 
orn.1 ller ·in size, are embroidered close to each of the corners 
of the alt£: ro These five Greek crosses,. of very ancient 
tradition, repre sent the Fi ve ~·:o~nds.of the Lord·. 25 All 
such sacred symbols ha·ve their own special meaning; none are 
mere dead decoration. 
The pectoral cross seems to have beon originally little 
mora than a costl~ ornament upon which much artistic skill 
was lavished and. which usuall~ contained relics. It dates 
back for many yea.r s ·to an ornament of this J.i:ind • .b i _ch be-
longed to ~ueen Tr.eodelinda at tbe end of the sixteenth 
century, is still preserved in the treasury of ·Monza. An-
. other of a · later date, wrought with wonderful emeralds, was 
found in "the tomb of Queen Dogmar and it ls a·t Copenhagen. 
\·/hen the Que~n Alexandra. came to England in 1863 to marry 
25F. R. Weber, Church S:ymbol1sm (Cle,~eland: J. R. 
Jansen Pub., 1927), p. 103. 
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the Prince o~ Wa les~ she was presented 'fd.th a facsimile or 
this je.~el, conta1n1ngj among other relics~ a so-called 
rragment of the true crosso26 
Pectora l cros ses were probably at first worn by bish-
ops not a s insignia of rank, but as objects of devotion. 
Por example 9 a famous and beautiful jewel of this kind was 
found i n the tomb of st. Cuthbert, not a bishop, and is now 
at Durhnm. 
In the Roman Church, a liturgical cross and as part or 
the ordinar y episcopal ins_ignia, the pectoral cross is _dat• 
ed back to a .modern da-ta. No word 1s said of 1 t in the · 
first edition of the ncaerem.oniale Ep1scoporum0 or 1600, but 
later editions speak of it, and its liturgical character is 
fully r econgnized by .all modern rubr1cians.27 
I t i a worn b y all bi shops at Mass and solemn .f\lnctiona, 
and also forms pa rt of the .ordinary walking dress. It 1a 
unually a pla1n Latin Cross or gold suspended around the 
n&ck by a gold chain or cord of silk and gold. It seems 
grndually to have been introduced during the seventeenth and 
eighteenth centuries in imitation of the pectoral cross 
which ve know to have been regularly worn by the popes_~om 
a much earlier date. Certain metropolitans (e.g. the Pat-
riarch or Lisbon and the Archbishop ot Armagh) are accua-
2~hurston, .21?.• ill.•, P• 534. 
27Ib1d. 
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tomed to wear a cross with two bars or transoms. known as the 
Patriarchal Cross. The · pr1vilege of wearing a pectoral cross 
has been conceded to certain canons. 
During the fourth century the custom or wearing around 
the neck a · cross or reliquary spread to the laymen, at . 
first in the East:, and later int he West.28 Today, especi-
ally .among the members of the Roman Qhurch this has be-
come a common praeticao Also in the case of many the pecto~-
a l cross is worn merely as a decoration; many beautiful 
forms exi at. 
It· i s be coming common practice 1n the Lutheran church 
for the offi ciating pastor to wear a pectoral cross-ueual-
16 plain about· four and one half inches high a~d three in-
ches across the arm. This cross is well set off by th~ back-
ground of the black clerical gown. This cros·s is not a 
req"t,tired part of the vestment bu·t 1s· left ei:,.tirely to the 
• taste of the pastor end congregation. It lends a beaut1f'y-
1~g effect together with true symbolism. 
Ench archbishop makes special use of the cross also in 
t ·he f'orm of the "Crosier" which he carries. This crosier 
·has often been confused with the pastoral staff of a bishop. 
which is. quite different, being made in the .form of a crook. 
Strictly speaking. the pastoral staff means a staff with a 
crooked head, like tha·t · ·or t ·he·. shepherd• s staff, from which 
1t is derived.· The crosier is a staff or rod• with a 
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cruciform end. Prelates above the rank ot bishops had the 
right of using the cros1or. · 
By the end of the eleventh ce~tury the ·custom formally 
began., both ln Great B:ritain and on the Continent, !"or all 
archQishopa to have carried before them, by one of .their 
chaplains~ a staff9 terminated, not like .that of a -bishop. 
with a crook like a shepherd's, but w.ith a small c~oss -rich-
ly o_rnamented with jeweJ:s. - Roman authorities claim its ori- -
gin from that Sae. .Af'.terwards., primate~.• th~n archbishops 
in some parta of Christendom" were allowed to use, .and by the 
beginning of the t wel.fth century, 1 t became a general 1n-
s1gn1~ of the latter. 29 
Formerly., the ceremony of' the reception or the Cross · 
by the Archbishop of, Canterbury was very impressive. As the 
primate of all England rode slowly through his See upon the 
day of his entbronizat1on, he was me.t by a long procession, 
in the .midst of which came one of thamonks of Christ's 
Church, bearing the archepisoopal cross •. When the arch-
bishop ~aught the first view or this he threw himself from 
his horse upon the grourid6 and in this -attitude .or reve~ence 
and h~l1ty awaited wi·th outstretched arms the. approach ot · 
the .sacred symbol. Then .the monk who bore the crose, stand-
ing over h1ml' warn_ed the prelate or his t'utUl"e duty to love, 
defend., and ~overn well the church ·entrusted to his pastoral 
. ' 
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char~~· The Gross was then put into the hands of the arcb-
bi.shop,. who received 1t kne.eling, and immediately transferred 
it to . that ·.:chaplain whom ha. had chosen. tor his cross bearer. 
or croyser. Then .arislng from the· gz.•ound the archbishop fol-
lowed· the procession:1 which, chanting Psalms, brought him to 
the walls or Canter bury. When the gates were reached. the 
primate» putting of f hi s ahoesj. proceeded barefoot,· even upr. 
t ·o the h igh a ltar of his cathedral, where, being r ·obed in - . 
his chasuble and weai•ing his pallium, or pall., tor the t'irat 
time, he co11secrated the Holy. Euch~rist,. and "1.a:J installed 
in hi~ chair. Th~ f1ret, last, and only time when the arch-
bishop touched hi s cross, wna upon hjs first visit to his 
cathedral; ever aftel'" 1 t was born by his· croyser. At those 
parts . or, the 11 tui•gy where the bi·shop should do so, the 
archbishop held i n hi fl left hand the usual ps-storal start, 
but not his arch i e piscopal cr.oss·. 30 
The earllest exa.ninles· ·of this crosier. in · the. sha.pe of ··• .-
cross dates back .to ,87 A .. D. .Through the ages it has develop-
ed ln beauty of' des·1gn and meaning; still being· in use to-
day. 
·Also to be found are· those c-ros~s Qt the church which . 
are known as Consecration .Crosse·s. The·se are the twslw 
crosses, usually l!lerely painted on the, wall, which mark the. 
places. where . the church walls have been anointed with chrism 
, ~~ a properly _conseC.rated church. A candle bracket 1a 
. ..: .. 
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usually inserted immediately belowa Some ·or these consecra-
tion crosses are even yet d18t1ngu1shable on the walls of old 
churches which go back to the Romanesque period. '!'he Carlo-
vingian oratory in Nimequen preserves perhaps, the most an-
cient known example. Owing to the number of unctions. it was 
not infreq\ten-tly the custom to place these consecration 
crosses on shields. I n the Sainte Chape.lle in Paris• built 
by st. Louis i n the t hirteenth century, we find twelve statues 
of' ·the Apostl~s carry l ng di.sos used for this purpose. In 
England 1 t wa s the custom to mark twe1,,e consecration crosses 
on . the outside walls of the church as well as the inside. · 
The Roman Ponttfical only prescribes the· latter;31 custom 
provided the other. 
ln connection vr1th the burial of the ·dead we come 
e:cross the Abs olution Cross a The Absolution Crosses seem for 
th~ most par t to have been rude crosses of lead le.id. _upon 
the breast of the corpsee It is only in a few examples. of 
which t he most important is that of Biohop Godfrey of Ch1ch-
esteza {1088)
11 
that a formula of absolution is inscribed upon 
themo We get ·the impression that this practice in ·the Vfest 
was very irregular, and it is only the absolution paper. 
which is uniformly placed in the hand or on the breast of 
the corpse in the Eastern Church, which explains them and 
gives them n certain importance as a liturgical develop• · 
31Tburston, .21?.• ~., P• 534. 
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ment.32 This practice for the most part has died out in re-
cent years. 
The cross was also made evident to the non-Christians_. 
and it also became a part o~ their lives. 
Market crosses which were common throughout Europe, 
naturally c_>rigina te.d from the custom of early times.. The 
privilege of holding markets was formerly granted to the 
monasteri es, and the cross was · erected, not only as a sign 
of their jurisdiction and power to receive tolls,. but also 
as s. pulpi,t for occ~s1ona.l rel1gl.ous exhorta.i;ion._~3 In the 
early agos markets were held on Sundays .~np. fef!t1vals, f'or 
t he convenience o~ dea l er s ~ho were ass~mble~ fo~ ~orsh1p. 
. . 
There fo~e the churchyard was often selected for this business; 
hornaver later on this was proh1 bi ted by a decree of Edward I. 
The cross i n the market~place had wonderful influence upon 
,the trader s who acknov,ledged it as a religious symbol. They 
were in t he habit ~f appealing by oath t~ that sacr~d sym-
bol$ under whose _shadov1 they stood, th~t their goods were 
perfect and had been gotten in an_ honest .fashion. 
At first these market crosses were only single cruol• 
form shafts elevated on steps, but after a while they became 
mor.e lofty• and ware exqu1s1 tely decorated. One of the most 
elegant of these structure·s was the crQss or Coventn, Warwick-
shtre. I .t wns ·erect~d on ·tne· s1 te of an ancient cross which 
32Ib1d., p. 5,5. 
33Seymour, !l?.• ill_.·, p. 308 
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gnve way to this more splendid symbol. It took three years 
of work to complete it .. 34 M~my more wonderful examples are 
to be found. 
Not only was the cross buried with the corpse. but fre-
quentl)9 the grave marking or monument was either in the form 
of a cross or had a cross engraved upon it. ?'Then the cross 
does appear on early Christian monuments it is usually in a 
disguised formo , Christians were fraquentl-;y taunted by their 
pagan neighbors with being "cross-worab1ppars." "You wor-
ah:tp," they said, "what you des-erve 1"35 
MonUll1ent a l cr osses baa been set up in public places 1n 
Romo before the mission of Augustine. But for the real ori-
gin of the ornamental stone crosses we have to go back to the 
custoos of the pagan Celts. 
According to Mr . J. R. Allen 9 who has made the most ex-
haustive study of theso stone crosses, the origin of the 
stone crosses may be traced back to the great monoliths of 
th!;) Celtic period. The-se rough. unhawn obelisks were erect-
ed to commemorate chiofta ins -- probably those slain in 
batt·le -- and the value of the tribute lay in the gre-at size 
of the stone and the difficulty in raising it.36 
34Thurston, .2E.• .£.!i•, P• 535. 
35Kennody, .2£• ~., p. ;. 
36J • . R. Allen, British Archaeological Journal {London: 
B. T. BatBford. 1918), p. 193. 
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At a later period, when writing pecame known, the rough 
p,-11.ar wa.s inscribed, in oghams, or 1.n deba~·ed Latin charac-
ters:, on a smooth side of the stone o· ,Aft~ the 1ntroouct1on 
of Christianity the symbol qf the cross was, also, often en-
clooed in a c5.rcle 3. the emblem or eternity. From these rude 
Ohr~stian monumen~.s devolopad the grace:t'u.l and elaborately 
ornaii'le_nted crosses of tho later pe~iod • . 
The remains of the stone monuments which bear the cross 
inc,.sad may be roughly divide~ int.o two ·classes.. First the 
Pillar-Stones just de scribed, which are only d1ff~rent fran 
the pagan monolith by the inc1s1o~ -of the· cross, but_ which 
sometime a bear other Chr1s'l:;1o.n marks or 1nscr1ut1ons. SeQond-
• M • 
ly, the Interlaced Crosses~ wh,ich e.re stones carved in~o the 
shape of the cross:; erected. upon a b~s~ 11 with morf or l~ss 
ela~orated ornaments. upon the sides. Of these two classes 
the following ~i~ht be said: 
-1. Pillar-:Stone~. These rude p1-lln1'S belong to the per-
iod when pagan1 sm was belJ'.lg supersede~ by Chr1stio.n1 ty. They 
are most comoon in Ireland, which helps se~ve as a proof that 
their origin was cbie.fly Ce.ltic. 
The characteristics o.f th.is elass are as follows: 
' 
The atone is 1n its na-tura;I; state., without (1ress1ng and with-
out ornament~. ']he (?ross .. is. l:nc1sed,. _e._n~ the· _simplest form. 
generall7 two lines crossing at right angles.~ often inclosed 
in a circle. The inscription is 1n debased Latin capital•• 
or 1n the _Celtic la~~ge~ in oghams. It 1s impossible to 
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.assign dates to theseJ> for the names inscribed are not known 
in hi-story. 
That these rude ·pillar-atone-a belong to· the trana-
_i tion pe:::-10d between paganism and Ohrist1anlty 1s almost cer-
t a1n6 as they a re only found either in connection with semi-
pagan remain s or upon the earliest Christian sites. The-se 
stones muo1; be r egarded as the oldest Chr1at1an monuments • 
. . They stnnd ln t\n introductory position to the more important 
art of.' the c1"oss-monument 037 
second divi sion of monument·~. 
These are represented in the 
2. Interlaced Crosses.. Thiti term is applied because 
the leading feSl. ture i n the monument 1-s a variety or pat.terns 
formed of i nter l acing hands or cor~s. The character1.st1ca 
_or this cluss &re entix•elY: different from thoso or the rude 
pill.er-stones D nnd are a.s follows: . lo The stone is careful-
ly dressea~ &nd cut out into the snaps or a cross, and orte.n 
f'lxed :into a stone socket~ 2o 'rhere is .a profusion of or-· 
naments of the kind c1escr1ba.d he.re~ generally arranged. in 
panels enclo3ed i n a bead or cable molding. The formulas or 
tbeae inscriptions are more ,,t1.ried., and generally to the er-
feet that "'So and so,' ereete.d this cress to, 'so and :t:> 'J 
pray !'or his soul". ;. The language and letterlng vary with 
the locality; the language being either Latin, caltic., 
Scandi,nav1an, Irish, or run1.c letters of' N.or.thern Europe• 
3Ystevens., .2P..• ill·,· P• 41. 
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These crosses vary from two or three to twenty-one feet in 
heighto38 
The i mportant part of the monumental cross is the part 
it play s in liturgy e.nd t be life of the people. There are 
really six di f f erent and varied use s for this type of cross. 
First i t i s used a s a memorial. The an~1ent pagan 
monoli t h s t hat have been described ware memorials ereoted 
in hon ox· of s ome de,par ted hero; and in the earliest Chrla• 
t ian fo1•ms , t he p i llar- s tone, with i t s cros~. and circle and 
simp le inscription ; sez•ved the same purpose, In treland 1 t 
seems to ha ve bee n the cus tom to raise th~ cr·oss over th~ 
gr a ve of every Christian; but the horizont~l slab was more 
. . 
.J1.idely u sed. It was not unt i l the tenth century that the 
heads t one croRs came i nto 2 ts own. At tb~ same time there 
. were cr o s se s er ec·cecl ~o ,t~e rr,.omo1"y of saints., f'r1ends, or 
. rela tives, whi ch were: po.t_._pJ..aced at the _gr.av~•- c+.osae-s 
~-:..- . ~ . 
. ·.· · ~· · '18l"8 _s ometime a also r s.i sed :i:n memor.y of some great ,vent~ 
. ·· . . · .· :- : ... ; . ' . 
ba ttle s and the like. Many o.f ·these crosses standing to~ 
4aY ha v ~r been placed --thr u _, local. tra-di tioni ' or mOI'fl often on 
: pur~ ~up~os1tion•· ~~~~l, while genuine -remains ~re rare, 
? ;, 
0 
_ ., ·there ·i s no. doubt . t he\·: the· cttstoIG. wa s known a·nd practised• 
.... _ .• · ...... 
Although 1 t wa s not 'the custom to place the head:. 
· ... .. ~tone on the .grave t i'll: th~ tenth -century; it was the prao• 
. . ·· . tice .from a much earlisr· t ; ~e to erect a cross· in the church-
.. 
. • .. ,. 
' .. 
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yard.59. At t he consecration of the cemetery, this cross was 
erected, together with smaller ones at each or the four 
?.Or~ars of the plot, cor~esponding to the points of the 
compass, to mark tbe bounc1;ries~ In the consecration service, 
the clergyman began b~ , m~rking the ·c1rcuit of the grounds, 
chanting the litany. Then he read a portion of the service 
at-.· the eastern cross 11 did the s~ma at the southern. ,vestern, 
. ~ ~-. . 
~~·d: \iorthern crosses, and· finally at the cross in the 
c~nter.4° 
Some miscellaneous cro~ses connected with burial may be 
included he1' e., A cross and the hqok of the Gospels were 
laid acros3 the bod~ to preserve it from the attack of 
demons .. Frequently buried with the corpse was R c:roes wh1~h 
was generall~ of wood with a ·sheeting of gilt metai.41 
In the crosses of the· graveJard, four small crosses_ 
. : m~rked the limits of t~e ·g_rounds. These -were cniled "bound-
ry crosses." · They se-rved to mark the limits of the church 
'property. 
There is an -Irish ca,non of the· eighth ce·ntury· ·.,1~ich 
directs . that a. eross s°Qou];d be set up . ·on ··all conseora.ted 
. ··. 
39s •. M. Jackson, ~ Mew Schaff-Herzog Encyclopaedia ~ 
Re 11,ious Knowledge· ( NEt"vi "YQrk: Funk a·nd Vfagnalls Company, 
1909, III, 310. 
4°John Lingard, The HistorLand Antiquities of!!!!. 




·grout)ds. not onl~ to mark the bounds, but also to sanctify the 
spot.42 To these boundrj stones of the church land, the so-
.· .called "Rogationsn were· made. The "Rogation Days" were the 
seventh of May and the three days before Ascension Day. In 
t .hese Rogotions, the clergy of' all the parish walked in pro-. .. 
c~ssion vii th candles and ,c~osses, laid earth and grass upon 
the boundr~y stones, and offered prayers. 
On the Irish canon mentioned above, the cross. served not 
only ·to mark t he boundry but also to consecrate the land. · It 
was so sacred an emblem that none would dure remove it as a 
landmark, and it made the ground upon which thej stood holy~ 
So it became a mark. of sanctuary, All the surrounding terri-
tor:.' was considered sacred, and the boundrieo of its power 
were marked with smaller crosses. The fug1t1t•e who got within 
the protection of these sanctuary crosses was given a black 
robe with a yellow cross on h i s shoulder, in token o·r the 
shelter the s~mbol ha.a: ;given him.4; The crosses · themselves 
stood very high, so that t :he fugitive could see them from a 
grea t distance and be guided to safety. 
Probably the earliest use of the monumental cross was to 
come as a standard of faith and as a center f or preaching the 
Gospel. This custom no doubt originated in Rome and was 
practiced by m1ssionar1~s. For example, Boniface complained 
. ,. 
of ·a Gallic b~shap, Adalbert, who went about among the Franks, 
42se ymour., .2E.. ill• , p. 321. 
43~., p. 220. 
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and seduced them with divers falsehoods, so that b) setting 
up er.oases 1n the fields and pulpits, he made all the people 
come together and f orsake the public churches.44 tlaturnlly 
in order to attract the most attention and draw the largest 
crowd, the missionary selected for planting the cross the 
places of resort and the most conspicuous s ituations. Thus 
crosses were frequentl) associated with .wells and market 
places.~ 
These first crosses set up b~ the m1sa1cnaries were 
crude and sincp le, but l ater, especially where there was no 
church bu .. ldin[; a nd where the crosses had to serve for a 
ploce of worship, permanent a nd decorated ·atones ,,ere set. up 
for the purpose, These early standard cros~es served also to 
consecrate the gro1.md. f or the site of the church ( according 
to the custom in the earl:y church of Rome} whenever a church 
was built beside it to take its place as a center of 
v10rsh:ip. 45 
But the cross waa not only used for public worship and 
the preaching of the Word; it was also used as a shrine for 
private worship. On the highway and at cross-roads crosses 
were erected for the benefit of travelers. The larger or 
these crosses were generally set up on three steps. S)T.bol- · ··· 
ical of the Tr1n1 ty, on which worshipers could kneel. :.'}.'he 
44~on1face VIII; ~anct1 Bon1fac11 Opera Omnia (London: 
Oxford t 'ress, 1844,), II. 122. 
45Thurst~n, .2E.• ·ill_., p. 534 .. 
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side of the cross which hac1 the symbol of Christ incised., or 
on which the image .was carved, faced . the weat, wit~ arms 
;, ~ .·• . . 
,~-·-· · . · po-in:ting north and south. ' Thl s was done so that t.he· worshiper 
turned bis face to the ·east. Many beautiful examples c;if 
these .cross- monuments e.xf'st today. 
Monumenta l crosses \'lt~cb are beins erectet toda:J are : 
almost all placed in cemet_ari~s as grav~ mar~era. Ver.y re~ 
of these have the f orm of t ·he cross. The ma.j c)rity are in · .. 
-the shape of a rectang le and qften have beauti.ful c·rosses 
1nscr1 bed · on them as s ~·mbol, of the suffering and death of 
Christ and of t h e sufferi.ng of the departed soul. The cros~es 
worked upon tbes~ stones are of man-y different t }pes and 
shupeso The crosses of the monuments today are a carry over 
f rom those of the e arly ages. 
When Bede tells u s that Sto Augustine of ·England and his 
companions came be f ore Ethe H ·ert "carrying a silver cross for 
a sta nda,rd " while they said the litanies, he probably touches 
upon the ~undarnenta l i dea of the processional crosso Its use 
seems to have been general in early times and it is so men-
tioned in the Rqman "ordinaries" to suggest that one belonged 
to each church. 
An int ere sting specimen or the twelfth centur y still ls 
to be found in the Cross of Cong , preserved in the m~seum of 
Ro~al Irish Academy, Dublin. This is made of oak covered 
with copper plates. but much .dee.oration is added in the form 
of gold filigree work. Most of the shaft is gone, but in two 
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feet six inche .s rii0h6 and one foot s1:;c inches ,.across the 
armso In the canter is a bos s or rock crystal, which for-
merly enshrlned & relic of' the True · Cross, an{! a n inscription 
tells us tha t i t was made from ~·urlcck Q,t·conor, King of 
Irelanrl ( 1123}., It seems to havo beer1 no figure of Christ, 
but other p1"oces::;ionaJ. e:ross<:is of the thir.t .eenth -and -
fo;1:rterc.nth centt1ri e s arc-; for t r.e most part tru~ crua:fr'ixes.46 . 
In r: · ~~reat numbe-1• of' cases the ·sha·f~ was removahle. 
a.ncl t he upper portion COi ild be set in a stu!ld to ·-be used as 
an a ltar-cross., It certainly seenis vary probable t'!'lnt this 
~as the actual 01.,igin of the a lta1., cross used during the 
church service .47 Just as t he seven candle-st;icks carried 
before the pope i n nome '!.'1ere deposited before or behinc'. the 
altar , so the procest-iional crosn seems t:llso to have been f1.rst 
left in a stand near the a lt!ll" a nd ultimately t aken to its 
place u pon the altar• it :;iolf. 
. . 
To thi-s day -the 1•it;1..1al books of tbs Rom&n Church seem 
to assume t hu t · ·the handle of the processional _cross is de-
tachal1le, foi• in the funeral of infants it is l uid dovm that 
the cross is to be c arr ied without its handle. All Chris-
tians .- a.re supposed to be the f'ollov1ers of Christ. Therefore. 
in procession the cross is carried first, and if it is a 
46ro1a., p . 5330 
. 47F.leury -Ronault~ 
1916}~ v, 13·7. 
La t;es.sa (London: ;:'etrie Publishers, -
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crucif1:x the figure is turned in the direction in which the 
proc~selon is movingo 
The proces siona 1 cross is toae.y being nse<~ in certain 
Luthornn Churches ·whicb ha'1e a more complex lituretcal 
service. Freqnent l:y th5.s cross ia used in dedicating pro-
cession, . heading the con;;r egation as it marchs.s rcound the 
boundr:i.es lnic out for the erecting of a new church, or on. 
s pecia l occas ion:a., such a s h:J.gp church fest1val-s vthon a 
spec:ta.l procession i ii sy1~1bolic· v,hen v1<:med correctly. 
It is not _eas-y to de_termine e::i7a r. tly at what period the 
archie _!.: incopal cros s came lnto separote \lse. It vms proba~ly 
ai~ first only un ore,l nnrJ' proceGsional cross. In t'he t enth 
110rd o Romanus" we r e!lc1 of a. suhdea con who uas set aside to 
c arr~· the pnpal cross 0 If this special papal cross had been 
in e x istence f or some time, 1 t is lii-ce ly that it vrns 
imitatsd by patriarchs anc! ?lc'etropolitans as a mark of 
diGnity whlch r1ent~ vd. th their• office. 
In the twelfth certtu~· the archbtahop.• ~ cross was ien-
erally recoGnized
3 
and in the d ispute re6a rd1ng the primacy 
betv,een the t~rchhishops· of Canterbury and Yor~ the r1£;ht to 
carry their cross before them ployed a- pr·om1nent ,part.48 
In all ecclesiast ical !'unctions an t)l'chh:!.shop in his 
ov;n province has s. right to ba preceded by his cross-bearer 
with the cros~i q:tspl~yed. 'I'here!.'ore, an archhishop , when · 
: .. · 
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· solemnl-:,, glving his ble.s s int; gives it with head 'll?lCO'TJ'ered out 
of reverence for the cross which is held befo~e· h1m. An 
ordd.nary bd. shop 9 ,,ho :i.s no t p rivi1~igad to have such a cros~, 
.blesses the people with ~is mitre on. 
As f nr as the form of the cross 1~ concerne~,:'°l??th the . 
. ··· . .,. .. · : . ;;, -.·, 
_papal and a r chlepi ~copv.l ··c·~•o.s,s consist usua~1;-~ "ti/···~ :1 .unple 
cruc:i.f,ix mounte d u p on a s t a ff~ th~ mtiterial be i n6 silver or 
silver £;ill.to , The c r osses with couhle and triple bars, vrhich 
are ofte n termed <llstinctlvaly arch iepiscopal, patriarchal, 
or papal Cl''osses, ·hav~.11 for t ·he most partJJ only a heraldic 
exis tence. Th0 archiepiscopal cross is always carried with 
the f1[:ure t nr nea 'to the a rchbishop. 
Thesg crosses nr e restricted to churches making use of 
the h :: g h . l i tu1"'g icol practices am: having a church go"errun.ent 
which include ~ b i shops and archbishops. 
The vis i ble , ma terial cross was not more important in 
the service of the church and the life of the Christian than 
the cross i n its invisible or 1:i~ag inary form, · the "sign of" 
the cro s.s." 
Long b0fore the Christian dared to expose the s-ymbol 
or hi·s Lord in out\vard, visible form, this was h:!s connt~r-
s1gn amoi:ig pis felloY1-disciples,. his profession of r~1th 
before his ~nemies, . and his comfort and resource f'or evory 
event, from the detsils of daily life tp the deepest 
a7.pressions or · joy or sorrow. 




cross on the forehead with the thumb or foref1ngor. The same 
marl<: would als o be applied to blessing parts of /the bod~ or 
other objectso 
In the si.xth centur ;i1 another method had risen into favor 
in which t h e hnnd was rai sed to the forehead, then drnvm down 
to the heart, then to thB left shoulder, then to tl1e ri{;ht. 
These ,·,ere the tw o chief methods -- the sr.,all cross and the 
larne cross - - !':nd t her e were niany :variations 1n making the 
lat ter . There were ma~j diffe~ent wsss of holding the 
fi.ngern and many Yrny s of maki~g the sign.49 
•; 
Most cornn only and properly the words "sien of the cross" 
are usad of the l s rt;c cross t raced from forehead to breast 
and from shoulder to shoulder, an Catholics are taught -to 
ma ke upon themselves nhen- they begin the_ir pra·yers., and as the 
prieat mnk,Hl ut the foot of the a ltur when he hesins the Maas. 
Another l::i.nd o f !'s ign of' the cross" is thnt rr.ade in the 
air _b~ bishops~ priests arid other~ in bles81ng persons or 
muterial o l':·jects. This cross occurs mun~ times in the liturgy 
of the r .. ass and in nearl~' all the r!.tuals con.."lect ~c'i with the 
oncrnments. 
h third vari ety in represented by the little cross, 
genernlly rnade with the t l'::..ur.b., v:hich t}le priest or deacon 
traces i"'or example on the· book of the gospels and thon on 
the forehead., lips, and breast at Masll. 
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It see.us fH.l t i .ongh the making of tho little c r oss is the 
most ancient o r:;e have pos1 ti ire e vidence in the early fathers 
that such a f).!'&ctice wr1 f.! familiar to Christians in the 
In all our c om!ng in anc going out, in putting on our 
shoes, at the buth,. at the table, in lighting our 
c a nu l es ;, in lyin6 do,m, in sitting, dov:n, whatever 
employment occupieth us, we murk our forehea!'.ls with 
tha slcn of the cross o 
Th0 development of the s ign seems to have been the 
following o 'l'he cross was originall: traced by Chrlstians 
with t be thumb or _"" j_nger on their own fopeheada ~ This we 
can s ee f roJ11 man;y a llusions - in the literature of the early 
f athars , a n<l i s assoc1ptea-w1th certain rererenceD in 
S cr1 ~;t ur 0 , fo1 .. exan:pl ~ , I!:zekiel 9:h and Exodus 17:9-J.4 • 
. .'\ t about the s~me period the custom of making a c-ross 
on objects car.ie i n to be:lnl:,;.. 'l'ertullian spea~s of' n wcman 
si0ninG h~r r:e6 b0for e r et iring to rest and soon wo hear 
of t he s:i.f;n of. the cross beint; traced on the lips and on the 
heart. I f it nas some moro r e~ote object the cross which 
was cl i rec.t cd towa.1'd .tt ·had to be made in the air. All this 
le~ds to the sug estion that a lnr[;er cross made over the 
vrhple boc:,· would be used. The earliest example which can 
be quote.<: ccme ~ from. a C:ec.rsian source. possiPlJ of the 
four-th or fifth contury O I t is s~~itl that S.t. Nd.no, a wo-
man saint honored as t ·he Apo s tle of ,oeorg1a~ performed this 
t :;rpe of cro.s s signirif. . st. Nino began to pra:~ and entre-at 
God for a long time. Then sh~ took her (wooden) cross and 
with it touched the queen's head, her feet, and her shoulders, 
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.making the sign or the cross and soon she was he·aled. 
Perhaps the stor~, is fiction, yet we see that 1n those cays 
,, .-· ·they made use of the la~ge cross also.SO 
. :: . 
It appears probable· ·that the introduction of .the present 
larger cross (from brow to breast und from shoulder to should-
.... " ~ . 1 
or) was an i ndirect resJ lt· of the ~onophys1te controvers~. 
1· 
Th~· u,se of the thumb al.one or the single forefinger, which was 
a~tp,q s t necessary so long a s a small cross vws traced upon 
the f orehead, seems to have given wa~ for sympol1c reasons to 
the use of two fingers ( the forefingE.n.• :::.nd middle finger. or 
thumb imd forefinger} as symbolizing the two natures ar..d two 
wills in Jesus Christ. But if two fingers were emploJed, the 
large cross, in which forehead, breast, and shoulders were 
merely touched, suggested itself as the only natural gesture. 
Certainl:,: acme large movement was required to make it visible 
that a man wa s using two finge ;:'$ rather than one. · 
At a somewha t l a ter date, throughout the greater part of 
the East, three fingers, or rather the thumb and two fingers, 
v,ere used, while the r~ng and little finger were folded back 
upon the palm. These two were held to symbolize the two 
nuture of Christ, while the three extended denoted the three 
persons of the Trinity. At the same time these f1n~ers were 
so held as to indicate the common abbreviation IX c, the 
forefinger representing the I, the middle finfler crosseo with 
50Thurston, .2£• ,£!!., XIII, 786. 
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. - . 
the thumb standing for th~ X, ·and the bent middle finger ser-
ving to suggest the c.51 ln Aritien1a the sign of the cross 
mnd.e w1 th two fine,ers 1a s·t11.1 retained to the present day. 
It seems probable that the final prevalence of the 
larger cross is due to an instruction of Leo IV in the middle 
of the ninth century. he ~rote, "Sign the chalice anc the 
host _with a right cross and not with circles or with a 
varying of the fingers; . but "t"li th two fingers stretched out 
. and the thumb hidden within them, b!- which the Trin1tj 1s 
symbolized." Although this primarily applies to the position 
. 
of the hand in blessing ·with the s1Gn of the cross; it see~s 
to h ~ve been adapted popularly to the making of the sign or 
the cross upon onesolr.52 
There 1s ver~ little doubt that long before the clos~ . 
of the Middle Aees the large sign of the cross was more 
connnonl:,· mude in the 'Nest with the open hand and that the 
bar of the cross vms traced from left to r'igbt. · · 
The manual a ct of tracing the cross with the_ ~~wnb or 
hand hus at all periods been commonly accompanied by El 't.orm 
of words. The words, how~vor, have varied gres tly. This. 
sign of the holy cross ls believe.d to effect ·gpace and 
power upon the object signed. And much superstition· has 
. :. 
51Ib1d _ .. 
52J. Thorpe, The Homilies of the Anglo-Saxon Church 
(LonQon: Longmaans;-ITreen and Co.,!902), f, 462. 
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gradual!} been s ssoc1atod wi~h it. 
Crossing oneself ,·1s a-lso a good Lutheran practice. 
Luther h1ms·elf dire c ted 1 t in his Small Catechism. It 1s 
used· as ~n act of worship and self-aaduct1on. The cross 
among 1..utherans 1s mude _in t he following monner: Using tha 
right hand with the f +ngers drawn together loosel:, first 
touch the forehead, t ben the breast, then tho right shoulder, 
and then t h e lef t. 1,h is differs from t he Roman signing 1n 
thnt the last nction is re,,ersed~ but foll0'\7s the most 
ancient kn<?wn, · a nd harmon izes with a very old and lovelJ 
inte:rpreta tion of t he s ~;rnb0lism: Our Lorcl Jesus came down 
frorn heaven, became incarnate and vrns crttc1f1ed for m~, and 
entered int o m) hea r t . ~3 
The sir,~ of t he cros s :1.s made use of in the "Order of 
Holy Communion'' in Lutheran churches. As the pastor speaks 
the words of i ns t i tut i on it is the custom in some churches 
for the o.dmini strant to sign the cross over th£: bread and 
then the wine a ~ a sign of Christ' s pr~sen~e. 
Among a few very 'iiturc;ically 1'.d ndet~ f,uther~n Churches 
the sign .. of the cros !:.: is made _by the minister e-ach tin1e the 
·.:1ord "Christ" is v.~ed. I-iowev_er, this 1s not the usual practice• 
The best known anc1 most .w1delj' used signing of the cross 
in Lutheran surroundings is that used at the t ime of the 
-"Benediction." The minister makes the sign of the cross over 
the cong~egation .at t he words "and g ive thee peace."54 
5~strodach, !?E.• £.!!•, p. 205. 
54Ib1d., p. 247 
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That is the usual practice when the Aaronic Denediction is 
used. If g however, the l\postol1c Blessing is used, as ln 
Matins and Vespers, the sign of the cross 1s made over the 
congragat.icm at the word s "Our Lord Jesus Christ. 1155 These 
s~gnings tend to add aolemni t y anL beauty to the ser,r1ce and 
a1•e a reminder of our Savior's I)assion fo·r the sinner. 
There are tvrn festi vu.ls of the cross, the Exaltation and 
the Invention ( Sep ternc e.r 14 and May 3 respect~.,,ely). These 
two fosti,rals ha,re beer.. obser~:ed down thru the year,s. In 
the early ~ears these were sin;_;le fr.st days but later , they 
became a double f east. 
The carernon~ of tho ,Adoration· of the cross is now 
celebrated t 1·1rough-out · the Christian Church on Oooo Friday. 
A brief descrtp tion of the .ceremony is given by Roch: 
A muffled cross wu s held up by t\'10 deacons w-ho stood 
half-,:aJ· between t he choir and ths alt·ar. From this 
spot they carried t hi s veiled rooc1 tovrnrd the altar, · 
before which they lait"! it dm·m on a pillow. After due 
time this cross t>.'U S ur\shrouded by the two dencons, who, 
in doing so, ·uttered in a low chont, "Behold the wood 
of the Cross.u 
Then barefoot, fl S he and all other clergy were from the very 
beginning ·of the day's service, whoever happened to be the 
celeb r ,nt, v,hether bisfaop, ab: ,ot, or priest, came forward 
and halting thrice on the war to throw himself on the ground, 
in most lowly wise kissed the cross. ~:\fter him followed the 
clerg~, then t i ie peor le, to offer t t·1s same token of homage 
to their crucified Lord. All the while this kissing o~ tbe 
55rb1d., p. 279. 
. c~oss was going on, the choir snng the anthems --~ lignum 
crucis, c.rucem tua~1 a.dorarnus, ~ Fabricator mund1• and the 
h~mn Pange, linGun.56 . 
Followlng the ce ramon~1 of Acloration on Good Friday wa-s 
another, which, a ccording to Roch, was "not insisted on for 
beneral observance," .but wa s. a rite which might follow the· 
·· pra~er of odorat1on. This ceremony ls worth quoting bocause 
it shows how literall~ the cros ;:: vms the symbol of Christ. 
In this very simple liturgical s et the cross plays the role 
of Christ 1 s person i n the buri ,~l anci resurrection. here is 
a doscriptlon of the cet'emony: 
I!ecause Gooa Frida~' \.7as the clay of the buriA 1 of our 
S~vior, an im.uge of a Sepulchre was maoe on a vacant side of 
the altar., anc: a rail drav,n around it, where the cross w~, s 
laid until it shou l c have been worshiped, • 0 • The d~acon' s 
bearere wr!tpped it in the places where 1t hae been wofshiped. 
!• !.•, kissed• brought it back to the tomb, singinb certain 
psalms., and there laid it with more psulmody. There it wa-11 
watched till the night of Euster Sundny by two, three. or 
four monks singing psalms O On Eo.&ter Day, the se,,en can(?n1oal 
hours were to ·be s m1£: in the manner of the canons·, and in the 
night, before Matins, the sacrista. because our Lore rested 
1n the tomb, were to put the cross in its place. Then during 
n religious service four monks robed theoselves, one of whom 
1n an alb, as 1.f he hat~ somewhat to do, came stealing to the 
56stevens . . _, ~·- ill.•, P• 44° 
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tomb, and t here » holding a palm branch, sat .still till the 
responsory wa s e r.ded; t hen t he t hr ee others, c&l'rying cen-
sors in t he ir hands , came up to h i m step hy step as if 
looking for someth i ng o As ~oon as he saw them approach, he 
. ba0un sing ing in a soft voice 11 "Whom s eek ye?" to which was. 
repl1e6 by the t h r e e others i n chorus, "Jesus of !lazareth." 
-'l.'hls was ar1swer ed b~· the other, "Be is not here, He is risen." 
At ·these v.rortla the t hree las t, turning to the choir, , cried, 
0 Alleluia, the Lord i s ;risen. 11 The other then, as if 
callillt; them back, s ang , "Come and see the p l a ce, !I .and then 
rising » r a iaed the c loth ., s.bow1ng them the place without the 
cros s and linen clothes in which i t ws s wrapped. ilpon this 
~ hey la!d down t he i r cAnser s, took t he clothe, . extended them 
to sho~ t hat t he Lord wa s risen, and singing an anthem, 
placed t hem upon t he al t ar·. 57 
In conclus i o~ t he writer will briefly suD'!marize what 
h as been set f ort h in the hod~· of t he: .:paper regarding t his 
moat s .:lcred symbol, t he Cross. 
Phe cross for more than n l net~an hundred ye~rs bes 
indica ted redemption to fa llen mankind. l t hns always been 
a reminder of the death of Christ upon the cross. · l1owe~er, 
c.enturies before t he corning of Christ the cross was known 
to the people of all lands. 
In t hese heathen lands the s~mbol wns not that of 
57Ib1d., pp. 49-50. 
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.. ' 
.: ·Chr1s.t, but the e rnble~ dtmotin~ life and fert111~Y•. It seems 
·:. ?:.' ~- to · have been in Egypt v-:here the ~ anasata played the 
~ .. • 
·:· leading rollo From t ·here it spread to Asia where. the enriiest 
··forms d sate back to tbe reign of Rumses in Egypt. Ne,·.t., 
about the si:xth ccntur:y be.fore. Christ, Europe was ·1nvad~d 
by the use of the cross o F'ollOY1ing that, findings of the 
cross 'l1ere made in Araer·ic r. ; especially in !.;e,c1co and among 
the Indians. 
After. the rumifer. tation of Christ., the cro::Js gained 
1ts s ymboiism -of toc.ay as a reminder of the cross of Christ. 
'l\he e ~rly .Christinns u~ed it for identification. They used 
it necretly c.urine the days of persecution. Thei vrere 
known as "cross wo1~s hipers" by the heathen. The· cross 
never dropped out of usa for a moment hut was always a 
stren~thenlng emblem for them. 
The cross r apidly spread 1n use up to the si~th century• 
From that t i.me on the cross remained stationary in its 
evolution., yet never lost 1 ts wide popu.larity and use. 
Beglnning with the seventh century the crucifix began to 
evolve into its prese.ht state and popularity. 
As far as the cis covery of the cross upon which 
Christ was crucified is concerned there have heen many and 
varied myths . and speculations. None can definitely be 
proved . lt does, however, make interesting read!ns. 
The forms which the cross assumes are wucy, a few 
over four hundred in number. The majority or these 
1;3 
originated in her a l dry , and can definitely be traced hack 
to that orig ino 
The crosu has come t o pla;y an integra l part 1n the 
worehip of t he Chris tians. Many are the use a to which it 
has been p l aced i n t he Christian Church. It is the lesding 
symbol of' the chur ch o 
This cross ha s its i mportance beceuse it ls the closest 
representa tion of' the vi ca rious atonment of Christ. Without 
it the symbolism of t he church would be t he pporer. For the 
Christian it h ~s a l i ving , a vitalizing effect. 
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